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Abstract 
 

 
Course/Level:  Master thesis, Strategic Marketing Management 

Authors:  Daniel Andersson, Pontus Hjertqvist 

Thesis advisor: Jukka Hohenthal 

Title:  Customer Involvement in New Service Development: 
Organizational Implications and Challenges  

Background: The nature of services is becoming technology-based, which 
implies that customers are becoming increasingly autonomous 
from the service firm. Understanding how to involve customers 
in the development process of such services as well as to 
recognize the challenges brought by customer involvement in 
this context should be seen as key issues for developing 
successful new services.   

Research questions: RQ1: How are customers involved in the development process 
of technology-based services? 

 RQ2: How do challenges brought by customer involvement 
impede new service development?   

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis was to explore how an organization 
within the banking industry in Sweden involves its customers 
in the new service development process 

Methodology: A qualitative single embedded case study strategy, combining 
inductive and deductive reasoning. The empirical investigation 
was conducted using a triangulation of secondary data and 
primary data collected from semi-structured interviews. 

Conclusion: Customers are involved in three out of four of the fundamental 
phases in the development process. The findings acknowledged 
that a lack of formal routines and process of managing 
customer involvement impeded the organization to successfully 
involve customers in their new service development programs. 
As such, the findings suggests that organizations need to 
employ a new organizational design optimized for customer 
involvement in their NSD-programs, where current structures, 
processes, and mindsets need to be adjusted accordingly. 

Keywords: New service development, customer involvement, technology-
based services, organizational challenges.  
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”If I had asked my customers what they wanted they would have 
said faster horses” - Henry Ford 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
“The digitization has put the Swedish banking industry at a major crossroad. 
Technology drives an unprecedented change and the industry is facing a revolution in 
the banking landscape” (Framtidens bank 2015). 
 
Not long ago, banking offices were decorated with polished marble and behind the 
desk worked cashiers who watched cash flow in and out on a continuous basis. This 
reality has drastically changed, and the entire industry is going through a fundamental 
transformation. The battle to win customers has undoubtedly left the physical sphere 
and is instead almost solely performed in the digital landscape (PWC 2014). In 2014 
it was estimated that 90 percent of the Swedish population used the Internet to do 
their banking errands (Findahl 2014), compared to 50 percent ten years ago (SCB 
2004). Additionally, mobile-banking applications were the second most frequently 
downloaded applications in Sweden last year (Findahl 2014). Thus the nature of 
services is becoming technology-based, where customers are increasingly interacting 
with technology as a substitute to service employees to create the service outcome. 
Technology-based services enable customers to consume the service independently 
from any human interactions with the service provider (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree 
and Bitner 2000). In contrast to traditional services that are encompassed by personal 
interactions, the technology replaces the service employee. This further entails that 
customers are becoming increasingly autonomous from the service firm (Kristensson, 
Matthing and Johansson 2008). 
 
Several trends have emerged during the last decade due to the era of digitization, 
which has put pressure on organizations across many service industries to be 
innovative. The increased customer expectation, technological advances, and the rise 
of Internet (Alam and Perry 2002) has led to a competitive landscape that requires 
actors to continuously develop their services (e.g. Alam and Perry 2002; Menor, 
Tarikonda and Sampson 2002; Kelly and Storey 2000). One of the major trends in the 
banking industry is that more and more customers seek additional services at 
complementary banks (SKI 2014). The digitization has decreased the barriers to entry, 
which enables new actors to enter the market (PWC 2014). Swedish banks have thus 
realized that their competitiveness is dependent on how they meet customers’ 
requirements in the digital landscape. As a result, Swedish banks expect to invest 
heavily in technology-based services in the near future (Chakravarthi 2014). 

1.1.2 The complexity of customers’ needs 
The development process of new services has been dominated by the thought of 
carefully listening to customers’ wants and needs, and respond with new services 
accordingly (Thomke and Von Hippel 2002). However, many organizations are 
facing problems during the development process (Menor and Roth 2008). Only 50 
percent of the newly developed services that are launched to the market succeed 
(Cooper and Edgett 1996). The high failure rate could be explained by a lack of focus 
on new service development during the development process (e.g. de Brentani 1993; 
Kelly and Storey 2000; Menor et al. 2002). Menor and Roth (2008) argue that the 
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most important factor for a successful service development is organizations’ ability to 
recognize the competitive environment clearly, by proactively respond to customers’ 
needs and wants. However, customers often have difficulties to articulate the needs 
surrounding the service (Thomke and Von Hippel 2002; Lundqvist and Yakhlef 
2004), and organizations normally have weak tools to disclose them Matthing, Sandén 
and Edvardsson 2004. Traditional marketing research tools only tend to reveal what 
the consumers have said, not what they actually need (Stone, Bond and Foss 2004). 
Nor do they capture the complexity of customers evolving needs, as they are 
restricted in terms of execution and frequency (Sawhney, Verona and Prandelli 2005). 
This paradox implies that organizations tend to develop services under what is called 
the “hit-and-miss” approach, which is an approach characterized by a lack of 
customer orientation and research. A lack of understanding around customers needs 
force organizations to launch the service on a “trial and error” basis (de Brentani 
1993). Organizations that attempt to reach a higher service performance should 
therefore engage and involve their customers in development activities (Alam and 
Perry 2002). The rationale of customer involvement is that latent and unarticulated 
needs are resident within the customer (Lundkvist and Yakhlef 2004). This entails 
that only listen carefully to customers’ requirements is not sufficient (Edvardsson et 
al. 2006). Involving customers in organizational practices enable customers to 
indirectly express their needs by proposing services that meet their requirements 
(Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson 2003). Consequently, in order to stay 
competitive in today's evolving marketplace, organizations should stop asking the 
customers what they can do for them and instead seek to develop value-creating 
dialogues by asking what the customers and the firm can do together (Prahalad and 
Ramashamy 2004; Sawhney et al. 2005).  

1.2 Problem statement and research questions 
The era of digitization has open up new possibilities for interactions between the 
customer and the organization. One of the major opportunities is that organizations 
now are able to use technology and various platforms to involve their customers more 
actively in new service development (Sigala 2012). Yet, capitalizing upon what the 
customers actually know tends to be neglected. Customers have traditionally been 
viewed as a source for revenues rather than as a source of competence (Gibbert, 
Leibold and Probst 2002). However, customers have the potential to become an 
important resource for the organization since they possess valuable information about 
organizations’ current offering (Aghamirian, Dorri and Aghamirian 2013). 
Organizations can by involving customers use and integrate their expertise in the 
development process of new services (Sawhney 2002). Involving customers in the 
development process of a technology-based service is argued to be particularly 
important to avoid market failure. That is, since the more organizations move towards 
technology based-services, the less able they are to anticipate customers’ needs. It 
consequently exists few opportunities to communicate with and observe customers in 
different situations, which makes it hard to determine customers’ experiences with the 
service (Kristensson et al. 2008). Given that Swedish banks expect to invest heavily in 
technology-based services, it can be considered of importance to bring further clarity 
in how such actors can involve customers in new service development processes. The 
first research question this thesis address is stated as followed: 

 
How are customers involved in the development process of technology-based 

services? 
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Furthermore, a vast amount of research since the year of 1980 has focused on 
validating and expanding the benefits of involving customers in organizational 
activities (Foss, Laursen, and Pedersen 2011). However, studies that attempt to 
address the internal role of the organization in the process of involving their 
customers are poorly documented (Foss et al. 2011; Cui and Wu 2015). This should 
be of high priority since organizations only can utilize the benefits of customer 
involvement if the practices internally are in place, which entails that organizations 
must foster an internal organization capable of managing it (Foss et al. 2011). The 
established banks in Sweden have locked themselves into strict processes and old 
systems (PWC 2014), which could prevent banking actors to utilize the benefits of 
customer involvement. It is argued that the more organizations seek to move towards 
close collaboration with the customers, the more they have to abandon traditional 
strategies and structures (Day 1998). However, previous research does not highlight 
organizational mechanisms needed to overcome the challenges brought by customer 
involvement (Cui and Wu 2015). This entails that previous findings regarding 
customer involvement in service research only are preached but not practiced, since 
how organizations could leverage on its benefits is less known (Matthing et al. 2004). 
It could therefore be considered of importance to recognize the challenges that could 
prevent efficient management of customer involvement in new service development. 
Thus, the second research question this thesis addresses is: 
 

How do challenges brought by customer involvement impede new service 
development?  

 

1.3 Purpose statement 
To address the above stated research questions, this thesis will have its foundation in 
existing literature in new service development and customer involvement. By 
emphasizing an internal perspective, the purpose of this thesis is to: 
 

Explore how an organization within the banking industry in Sweden involves its 
customers in the new service development process. 

 
This thesis seeks to provide the theories within the field of new service development 
with further sophistication as well as, by emphasizing an internal perspective, bring 
further contribution for theory development. By emphasizing a holistic approach, the 
contribution for businesses should be seen as an enhanced understanding of how to 
manage customers’ involvement in new service development, and how to overcome 
the major challenges brought by it. 
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1.4 The case of Skandia 
Skandia is an organization within the banking and insurance industry. The 
organization has for long thought of themselves as an organization owned by its 
customers, i.e. being a business because of and for its customers (Gibbert et al. 2002). 
Approximately one year ago, Skandia changed corporate form and became mutually 
owned by their customers. The “voice of the customer” has been important for the 
organization due to the obligations raised by the new corporate form. By having such 
approach, Skandia’s customers are highly involved and influential in organizational 
practices (Skandia.se 2015), which implies that Skandia and its customers co-create 
business together (Gibbert et al. 2002). According to Skandia’s management, the 
organization has been facing problems recently, where the customers complain that 
Skandia is losing its innovative position (Hartsö 2015). Skandia’s management has 
realized that a push-strategy of new services will not be enough to gain competitive 
advantage. Therefore, the organization seeks new opportunities to involve their 
customers in new service development more efficiently. They are in the writing 
moment experimenting with various digital platforms to harness customers’ feedback, 
and are working on shaping an internal organization capable of managing it 
(Nordborg 2015). 
 

1.5 Thesis disposition 
The thesis disposition is outlined as follows: 
 
Chapter 2 presents a literature review where previous research and findings related to 
new service development and customer involvement is brought to light. The review 
ultimately resulted in a conceptual model that guided the empirical investigation. 
Chapter 3 provides reasoning around the methodological choices employed in this 
thesis. An introduction of Skandia’s new service development process is presented in 
chapter 4, for the purpose of clarifying important issues before the empirical findings 
and an analysis are presented in chapter 5. Chapter 6 contains a summary of the 
discussion and the revised research model is presented. Chapter 7 concludes the main 
findings in relation to the objectives of this thesis and provides a discussion around 
the theoretical contribution and managerial implications of the results. Lastly, 
limitations and directions for further research end this thesis in chapter 8.    
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2. Literature review 
 

The following chapter provides a discussion around the chosen theoretical constructs. 
It starts by defining key concepts for the sake of clarity, followed by the theoretical 
framework employed in this thesis. It ends with an operationalization of the theory. 
 

2.1 Clarification of key concepts 

2.1.1 What constitutes a new service? 
Researchers within new service development are urged to clarify what constitute a 
new service before conducting research. It should further be clarified “what” service 
that is offered, and it should also include “how” the service is offered (Menor et al. 
2002). As such, the definition emphasized in this thesis is provided by Menor (2000): 
“an offering not previously available to a firm’s customers resulting from the addition 
of a service offering or changes in the service concept that allows for the service 
offering to be made available” (Menor 2000: in Menor et al. 2002, p. 138). It is 
argued that such definition takes the above-mentioned issues in consideration (Menor 
et al. 2002).  

2.1.2 Defining customer involvement 
There are several terms describing customers’ involvement in organizational 
practices, i.e.. customer involvement (Matthing et al. 2004), customer participation 
(Dong, Evans and Zou 2007), user involvement (Alam 2002), customer collaboration 
(Swahney et al. 2005), co-creation (Grönross and Voima 2013), co-opting with 
customers competence (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004), customer integration (Mota 
Pedrosa 2012) and customer interactions (Foss et al. 2011). The term emphasized in 
this thesis is customer involvement, and the definition employed refers to customer 
involvement as “the process, deeds and interactions where a service provider 
collaborates with current or potential customers to learn about the market and alter 
organizational behavior” (Matthing et al. 2004, p 487). Thus, customer involvement 
emphasizes a close relationship between organizations and customers, in order for 
both parties to learn from each other and create mutual understanding (Edvardsson, 
Gustavsson, Kristensson, Magnusson and Matthing 2006).  

2.1.3 Customer involvement in technology-based services 
The development process of technology-based services is often characterized by a 
high level of ambiguity. Customers would thus find it difficult to grasp how such 
technologies work and particularly to provide ideas for organizations to implement 
(Matthing, Kristensson, Gustafsson, and Parasuraman 2006). Customers are normally 
not aware of the limitations of their suggested ideas and solutions, nor fully capable to 
know what is feasible from a technological point of view (Kristensson et al. 2008), 
which mean that customers might come up with suggestions that are in fact 
impossible for the organization to implement (Magnusson 2009). It is therefore not 
always realistic to view customers as a source of ready-made solutions, but rather as a 
source of inspiration (Magnusson 2009). Given that customers have difficulties to 
anticipate what is feasible from a technological point of view, entails that only a 
minority of the customer base possesses the qualities and creative capabilities needed 
to actually be a valuable source in the development of the service (Matthing et al. 
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2006). That is due to uneven distribution in technical knowledge in a business-to-
consumer context (Magnusson 2009). 
 
Conversely, Magnusson (2009) found that users without a high level of technological 
knowledge turned out to be a creative potential in new service development, rather 
than a limitation. Such users were consequently able to provide more ideas that would 
create increased service value than users with high technological knowledge would. 
The reason provided by Magnusson (2009) was that technological skilled users 
neglected how their suggestions would create value for other users. The same author 
stresses however, that a certain level of technological knowledge is required in order 
to provide feasible ideas to implement. In similar vein, Matthing et al. (2004) argue 
that even though some customers might provide unrealistic solutions, one should be 
careful while rejecting them since an unfulfilled need might be hidden behind the 
proposed solution. Thus, customers’ feedback in the development process of a 
technology-based service are more likely to be on the premises of how it should work 
from the customers’ point of view, not what actually is feasible to implement 
(Magnusson 2009). This entails that involving customers in the development process 
should be on the premises of becoming inspired and thus to facilitate learning about 
customer latent needs through the obtained suggestions (Magnusson 2009). 

2.2 Theoretical framework 

2.2.1 Customer involvement in new service development 
New Service Development (hereafter referred to as NSD) could be defined as the 
“overall process of developing new service offerings” (Goldstein, Johnston, Duffy and 
Rao 2002, p. 122). Many organizations have recognized the value of involving 
customers in the development process (Alam 2006), something that requires 
organizations to continuously interact with customers to attain their inputs (von 
Hippel 2007). Customer involvement, in the light of new service development, is 
defined as “those processes, deeds and interactions where a service provider 
collaborates with current or potential customers at the program and/or project level 
of service development, to anticipate customers’ latent needs and develop new service 
accordingly” (Matthing et al. 2004, p 487). The new service development process 
consists of four fundamental phases, namely: design, analysis, development, and 
launch (Johnson, Menor, Roth and Chase 2000). The design phase regards stages 
where new service ideas occurs and are turned into service concepts. In the analysis 
phase, the service concept is evaluated in regard to market potential, growth, reward, 
and competitive advantage potential. When the concept has been analyzed, the NSD 
team transforms it to a “marketable service” in the development phase. Lastly, the 
launch phase regards commercialization of the service, the launch, and its 
introduction to the market (Johnson et al. 2000).  Findings from previous research in 
each phase are presented below. 

2.2.1.1 Design Phase 
Involving customers in the initial phase in the development process is argued by 
several authors to be particularly fruitful for the service’s success (e.g. Nambisan 
2002; Matthing et al. 2004; Alam and Perry 2002). Research has shown that by 
involving customers early in the development process, organizations have the 
opportunity to gain valuable initial ideas for concepts (Nambisan 2002; Gruner and 
Homburg 2000; Alam and Perry 2002), which according to Melton and Hartline 
(2010) could have a direct contribution to competitive advantage. In a similar vein, 
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Matthing et al. (2004) stresses the importance of adopting a proactive approach by 
involving customers early in the development process, as it would facilitate learning 
and reducing the risk of being copied and outperformed by competitors (Matthing et 
al. 2004). It further enables the service provider to ensure a certain degree of service 
acceptance when it is launched to the market (Cheng, Chen and Tsou 2012). That is 
since the NSD team is provided with a clearer picture around service concepts that 
corresponds with customers’ requirements, as well as obtain a critical evaluation of 
the overall offering (Alam 2008). Thus, involving customers could be of importance 
to disclose customer reaction towards the service concept (Alam and Perry 2002). 
Additionally, involving customers early in the development process is favorable as 
successful services ideas are fostered by user interactions. Thus, the level of customer 
involvement should be particularly high initially in the service development process 
as it tends to be a correlation between quantity of ideas and the probability of finding 
a successful one (Alam 2002). 
 
However, involving customers in the design phase should not only be on the premise 
of generating new service ideas. Organizations should also see it as an opportunity to 
obtain input concerning customers expectations and preferences (Melton and Hartline 
2010). Emphasis should be directed to identify desired service benefits, features and 
attributes (Alam 2008). This will reduce the risk of creating a gap between customers’ 
expectations and what the new service actually delivers (Melton and Hartline 2010). 
Organizations need to consider the large amount of information customer 
involvement might yield. Information overload can be particularly challenging in the 
design phase of the development process, since screening and sorting relevant ideas 
might be time-consuming. The potential risk of information overload can be a 
complex task that could threaten the freshness’ and relevance of customers’ input, 
which entails that the other phases in the development process might suffer (Hoyer, 
Chandy, Dorotic, Krafft and Singh 2010). 

2.2.1.2 Analysis phase 
This phase concern the analysis of the synergies between customer satisfaction and 
the economic value of the service. The service will consequently not proceed to 
development just on the premise of satisfying customer demand, it also has to be 
profitable for the organization (Johne and Storey 1998). Melton and Hartline (2010) 
argue that customers normally are not involved in the analysis phase as it is a phase 
often controlled by the managers. Managers analyze the service profitability potential 
for the purpose of determining whether or not to proceed with the development 
project. Cheng et al. (2012) found that customer involvement during the analysis 
phase had a negative impact in the NSD process. Consequently, customers do not 
normally possess the necessary knowledge or tools to provide any valuable feedback 
in this phase, which might explain why involvement is rarely emphasized (Cheng et 
al. 2012). 

2.2.1.3 Development phase 
In the development phase customers could be involved in activities related to various 
development tasks, such as decisions concerning design of the features and 
specifications concerning interface requirements (Nambisan 2002). Such involvement 
enables customers to be active in designing services according to their requirements 
(Fuller and Matzler 2007). This in turn would allow organizations to make vital 
refinements that would increase the perceived value of the service while it is launched 
to the market (Melton and Hartline 2010). It further provides the organization with an 
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opportunity to identify potential flaws early in the development process (Nambisan 
2002). Involving customers in this phase consequently provides organizations with 
efficient management throughout the development process as it decrease the overall 
development costs and time of the service (Melton and Hartline 2010; Thomke and 
von Hippel 2002). Organizations are further provided with the opportunity to grasp 
how the service would get along in different user context. As such, valuable feedback 
is provided for further improvements (Nambisan 2002). 

2.2.1.4 Launch phase 
Melton and Hartline (2010) found that customer involvement during the launch phase 
of the development process should not be neglected. This would enable the NSD team 
to make vital refinements and hence an opportunity to enhance the perceived value of 
the newly developed service. Thus, the feedback customers provide during this phase 
would enable the organization to grasp how well the developed service corresponds 
with customers evolving needs, which provides valuable feedback for modifications 
and improvements  (Melton and Hartline 2010; Alam 2007). Even though customer 
involvement during the initial phases of the development process might yield new 
service opportunities, it is in the launch phase that customer involvement has the 
potential to increase the performance of the service, and further, to increase the 
market acceptance and ultimately result in a successful service (Cheng et al. 2012). 

2.4 Customer involvement in NSD-models 
Customer involvement has previously been emphasized as important for an 
organization’s innovation process (i.e. von Hippel 2007), but is mostly lacking within 
NSD processes and the develop models (Alam 2007). Some researchers have used 
traditional product development models as an attempt to examine the NSD process. It 
is argued that such models do not highlight the uniqueness of services and could thus 
neglect important processes and stages related to service development (Alam 2007). 
Consequently, an array of models have been developed that could be categorized into 
three main categories: partial models, translation models, and comprehensive models 
(Johnson et al. 2000). 
 
Scheuing and Johnson (1989) developed a 15-step model that covers NSD 
holistically. The model is argued to be valuable since it (1) demonstrates both internal 
and external development activities and (2) highlights the importance of interactions 
throughout the process (Johnson et al. 2000). However, the model has been criticized 
as it could enhance the “official procedure” and does not apply for all processes, 
services, or industries (Alam 2007). A more recent model developed by Alam and 
Perry (2002) simplifies the process by removing some of the stages. The 10-stage 
model allows parallel processing to speed up the overall development cycle (Alam 
2007), which means that some of the development stages overlap. It is argued that 
such approach constitutes a rather informal development process and hence a 
common approach for smaller firms. Large organizations tend to perform NSD 
activities in a more sequential manner, thus managing the development process more 
linear (Alam and Perry 2002). The model further covers the four fundamental 
development phases of design, analysis, development and launch (Johnson et al. 
2000). It is argued that further research is needed to understand organizational 
processes and systems connected to NSD processes in general, and throughout the 
whole development process in particular (Kelly and Storey 2000). As such, a 
comprehensive model could be suitable to address an organization’s whole process 
due to the holistic approach such models allows for. 
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2.4.1 Customer involvement in Alam and Perry’s 10-stage model 
The 10-stage model is customer-oriented and highlights the importance of producer-
consumer interactions in each development stage (Alam and Perry 2002; Alam 2007). 
Alam and Perry’s (2002) research presented below provides insights into how 
customers can be involved in each stage.  
 

Table 1 – Customer involvement in the 10-stage model  

 
 

Development stages How customers could be involved 

1. Strategic Planning Customers could be involved to generate feedback on financial data. (Alam and Perry 
2002) 

2. Idea Generation Customers could be involved in the sense that they are able to state their needs, 
problems, and their solutions. It is further argued that customers could criticize the 
organizations existing services, identify market gaps, and express their wishes 
regarding service attributes. (Alam and Perry 2002) 

3. Idea Screening Customers could provide the organization with indications regarding sales and market 
sizes. In addition, by involving customers during this stage, the customers could 
disclose preferable attributes, features, and/or benefits found with the service. The 
organization could also let customers take part in go/kill decisions and the customers 
could disclose their purchase intentions to the concept. (Alam and Perry 2002) 

4. Business Analysis The organization could attain more financial data and competitor data, regarding the 
service potential profitability. (Alam and Perry 2002) 

5. Formation of cross-
functional team 

Customers could be involved for the purpose of helping managers to select the NSD 
team. Alam and Perry (2002) 

6. Service Design and 
Process System 
Design  

Customers could jointly develop and review “the blue prints” and suggest 
improvements, hence identify eventual failures in service delivery through a trial 
performed by employees of the organization (Alam and Perry 2002).  

7. Personnel Training Customers could be involved in the training of employees, by participating in a 
simulated delivery process. (Alam and Perry 2002) 

8. Service Testing and 
Pilot Run 

Customers could be involved and participate actively in the delivery process and thus 
suggest how the organization could improve the service itself, and also suggestions 
concerning design changes. (Alam and Perry 2002) 

9. Test Marketing Before the launch of the service, customers could be involved in decisions regarding 
on how the service should be marketed. (Alam and Perry 2002) 

10. Commercialization In the last step, customers could provide the organization with feedback about the 
whole performance of the service. They could also express desired improvements 
and, if satisfied with the service, spread word-of-mouth that generates new customers. 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 
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2.4.2 When and where to involve 
There are different views concerning when and where in the development process it 
would be most beneficial to involve customers (e.g. Johnson et al. 2000; Alam and 
Perry 2002; Nambisan 2002; Matthing et al. 2004; Cheng et al. 2012). Alam (2007) 
further argues that the services’ required level of innovativeness should determine 
where in the development process to emphasize the involvement of customers. If 
organizations aspire to develop services that are not completely new to the market, it 
might be more favorable to involve customers during the business analysis and 
commercialization stages. Conversely, if the aim is to develop a completely new 
service for the market, emphasis on customer involvement should be directed towards 
the idea generation stage (Alam 2007). However, Carbonell, Rodríguez-Escudero and 
Pujari (2009) argue that the impact of customer involvement on new service 
performance is independent of which stage in the development process the customers 
are involved. Organizations should seek to involve customers throughout the entire 
development process, rather than limiting the involvement to particular stages 
(Carbonell et al. 2009). Evardsson et al. (2006) support this view, by arguing that 
even though focus should be directed to develop intense dialogues with customers 
early in the development process, organizations should not neglect to involve 
customers throughout the development process and risk to forfeit valuable input. 
 

2.5 Challenges brought by customer involvement 
Involving customers in NSD can be a major contributor to competitive advantage and 
researchers often consider customers as a key NSD resource (Cheng et al. 2012). 
However, in order to gain the competitive advantage and leverage on its benefits, 
organizations need to foster an organization capable of managing it (Foss et al. 2011). 
The following sections provide a review among the main challenges brought by 
customer involvement in NSD. 

2.5.1 Organizational structures and processes 
Internal challenges are often a result of well-founded structures, processes and culture 
(Matthing et al. 2004). Customer involvement stresses the importance of 
organizational flexibility. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) exemplify this by arguing 
that, “no part of the company, a single salesperson or an entire business unit, will be 
able to assume its role in the organization is stable” (p.87). Close collaborations with 
customers consequently force major transformations for many organizations. These 
transformations are argued to be particularly significant for financial services actors 
and can pose a threat for the organization’s well being (Day 1998). 
 
An organization that seeks an interactive approach needs to establish and maintain a 
new organizational design. Traditional hierarchies within the organization need to 
abandon a centralized and strictly controlled structure in order to handle the demands 
brought by an interactive approach. Moving towards customer involvement implies an 
increased distribution of information and decision-making. However, in order to make 
the transformations required, the organization needs to challenge prevailing mind-sets 
and well-founded views (Day 1988). 

2.5.2 The “not invented here syndrome” 
To harness the benefits of involving customers, organizations need to open up its 
boundaries and embrace customers as a part of the development team (Nambisan 
2002). Although open boundaries are essential for involving customers in NSD, it can 
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also increase the complexity in decision-making (Chan, Yim and Lam 2010). During 
such a circumstance, customer involvement could decrease employees’ sense of 
power and control. Customer involvement could further bring input uncertainties and 
a sense of handling unrealistic demands and expectations, since the employees’ need 
to include customers’ influence in their planning and daily operations (Chan et al. 
2010). The complexity in decision-making could ultimately lead to reluctance to 
embrace customers’ feedback (Enkel, Kausch and Gassmann 2005). 
 
Researchers commonly refer to the reluctance of embracing customers’ feedback to 
the “Not Invented Here (NIH) syndrome” (e.g. Enkel et al. 2005). The NIH-syndrome 
is herein defined as “the tendency of a project group of stable composition to believe 
it possesses a monopoly of knowledge of its field, which leads it to reject new ideas 
from outsiders to the likely detriment of its performance” (Katz and Allen 1982, p.7) 
Consequently, there is a negative attitude towards ideas that stems from outside the 
organization’s boundaries, which lead to an unwillingness to implement those ideas 
internally (Lichtenthaler and Ernst 2006). This is particularly salient when the 
employees are having a low power distance and an individualistic value orientation 
(Chan et al. 2010). A more recent research from Carbonell and Escudero (2015) 
revealed that NSD teams’ prior experience had a negative impact on their willingness 
to embrace customers’ feedback in the development process. NSD teams’ with prior 
experiences would rather draw upon their existing know-how and prior projects, than 
using the involved customers’ feedback. The consequence of the NIH-syndrome can 
imply that innovative and valuable ideas never get implemented. This might be 
detrimental for the organization's success, as customer ideas often are more 
innovative than those provided by the employees (Matthing et al. 2004). Thus, 
ignoring customers’ feedback might lower the market performance of the new service 
(Carbonell and Escudor 2015). The NIH-syndrome can be overcomed by establishing 
incentives for embracing customers’ feedback (Enkel et al. 2005; Carbonell and 
Escudor 2015). Besides incentivizing employees, it is important to delegate 
responsibilities and decision rights, as well as to support communication throughout 
the organization. This would enable the organization to better harness customers’ 
feedback (Foss et al. 2011) and increase employees’ motivation accordingly (Enkel et 
al. 2005). 

2.5.3 Facilitating transfer between units 
Nambisan (2002) stresses the importance of finding a balance between the flexibility 
needed to harness valuable feedback from the customers, and the internal directions 
needed to handle the development process efficiently. Establishing and maintaining a 
direct link between the development team and the platform where customers 
participate can facilitate this balance (Nambisan 2002). If the resource and 
development (R&D) department and the involved customers freely have the 
possibility to interact, organizational problems are limited concerning R&D 
personnel’s ability to acquire an accurate understanding about customers’ needs 
(Nambisan 2002). For instance Veryzer (1998) found that when development teams 
directly interacted with the customers, the quality and utility of customers feedback 
were heavily improved (Veryzer 1998). However, organizations normally have 
assigned employees or even units with the responsibility to act as a liaison between 
the platform and the development team (Nambisan and Baron 2009). Thus, the 
primary role for those employees are to ensure that customers’ feedback are filtered 
and transferred to the appropriate units within the organization, in order to provide a 
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clear direction and focus (Nambisan 2002). The term emphasized here to describe 
transfer of customer feedback stems from theories within knowledge management and 
refer to the process in which knowledge is shared from an individual to others, which 
could be both purposefully or arise as a consequence of a given activity (Roberts 
2000). Organizations could face challenges due to unawareness of the knowledge and 
competencies they possess, or that they have weak systems for transferring 
knowledge (Huber 1991). This entails that valuable customer feedback can be lost 
when it has to be transferred between different units (Enkel et al. 2005). Wang and 
Juan-Ru (2008) stress the importance of establishing a knowledge database that is 
accessible in given areas. Technology has been recognized to ease the transfer of 
knowledge within organizations, as it facilitates increased linkages between units 
(Alavani and Leidner 2001). 

2.5.4 Managing customer heterogeneity 
The identification of the right customers to collaborate with is argued to be an 
important factor in the organization’s strive for success and ultimately reduction of 
market risks (Enkel, Perez-Freije and Gassmann 2005). There are three main criteria 
that organizations should consider while selecting customers to involve in the 
development process, (1) loyal customer, (2) lead users, and (3) customer 
heterogeneity. Loyal customers often have a higher degree of motivation to provide 
valuable ideas (Hoyer et al. 2010). The commitment and strong relationship such 
customers have developed with the organization make them particularly appropriate 
to involve in NSD activities (Edvardsson et al. 2006). Another common selection 
criterion is to involve the so-called lead users (Edvardsson et al. 2006), due to such 
users ability to anticipate the needs prior to the marketplace. It is further argued that 
lead users would show a high level of motivation to participate in NSD activities due 
the benefit it would yield for them as users of the service (von Hippel 1986). 
However, none of the above criteria emphasize the multiple characteristics of the 
customers (Edvardsson et al. 2006). 
 
The third selection criterion thus favor the importance of developing dialogues that 
captures and utilize the heterogeneity of their customers  (Lesser et al. 2000). 
Customer heterogeneity refers to differences in customers’ characteristics and 
behavior that might affect the perceived value of the service (Castro, Martin Armario 
and Martin Ruiz 2007). Organizations need to structure and channel customers’ 
suggestions (Nicolajsen and Scupola 2011) and ensure that the involved customers are 
representative for the customer base and not only for individual customers (Blazevic 
and Leivens 2008). A lack of recognition in customer heterogeneity might imply that 
the newly developed service only represent the needs of a limited number of 
customers (Nambisan 2002). Menor and Roth (2008) argue though, that a too 
formalized and strict process of incorporating customers feedback, might fail to 
capture the heterogeneity of the customers. Thus, organizations would favor an 
informal and loosely coupled process in order to ensure customer heterogeneity 
(Menor and Roth 2008). Taken together, a careful selection of customers is required, 
but is often a difficult and costly process (Nambisan 2002). 
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2.5.5 Motivating customers to share 
Regardless of what criteria organizations use to select customers to participate in 
organizational practices, they are reliant on customers’ willingness to share (Paquette 
2006; found in Schwartz 2006). If customers do not expect any gains by their 
involvement, they are unlikely to devote their time and effort in organizational 
activities. This entails that just relying on human kindness by enabling customers to 
participate will not be enough (Nambisan and Baron 2009). Organizations need to 
identify what motivates their customers to participate and more importantly, develop 
strategies to trig those motives (Hoyer et al. 2010). This would provide the 
organization with valuable insights of how to foster increased commitment among the 
involved customers (Nambisan 2002). Organizations can also take strategic actions 
towards increasing customers’ willingness to share by reducing the costs of 
participation. That is, making the involvement as time efficient and effortless from a 
customer point of view as possible (Hoyer et al. 2010). However, von Hippel and von 
Krogh (2006) found that customers might very well freely reveal their ideas to the 
organization, and that is the central aspect of using customers as a valuable source of 
information. The same authors urged that customers share their ideas as a mean to 
obtain improvements according to their requirements (von Hippel and von Krogh 
2006). Thus, “free revealing” refers to the activity when an information possessor, 
such as a customer, grants all interested agents access to information without 
expectations of any monetary rewards (Harhoff, Henkel and von Hippel 2003). 
 

2.6 Operationalization of theory and conceptual model 
The model below visualizes this thesis’ theoretical conceptualization and foundation 
(see figure 1 – Conceptual research model). Customers could be involved in each of 
the four fundamental development phases design, analysis, development, and launch. 
Each phase is argued to consist of different development stages, which for the 
purpose of this thesis will be investigated in relation to an organizational development 
program. The first three stages in the 10-stage model, stage 1-3, could be related to 
the service design phase. The fourth stage relates to the analysis phase. Stage 5-9, all 
relate to the third phase, development. Lastly, the 10th stage relates to the fourth 
phase, namely launch.  
 
Furthermore, research has shown that customer involvement can bring challenges for 
an organization. In order to attain the outcome of successful new service 
development, the organization may have to overcome these challenges. To the best of 
our knowledge, previous research has not derived challenges to specific phases or 
stages in the development process. It is therefore unclear where in the development 
process these challenges are prevalent. Taken together, the conceptualization below 
suggests that customer involvement could be employed in each fundamental phase of 
an organization's development process and additionally in each stage, in which 
challenges could be more or less prevalent. However, given the nature of technology-
based services, it could be assumed that the level of customer involvement may have 
implications on certain development stages throughout the new service development 
process. Such assumption could be founded in what Kristensson et al. (2008) relates 
to in their research. A lack of technical knowledge could entail that organizations 
should view their customers as a source of inspiration rather than a source of ready-
made solutions. Thus, customer involvement in the stages of idea generation (2) and 
service design and process system design (6) could facilitate learning of customers 
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latent needs, rather than potential solutions. Additionally, customer involvement in 
the stage of training of personnel, which according to Alam and Perry (2002) could be 
performed to educate personnel through a simulated delivery process might not be a 
feasible stage to involve customers, as the service outcome is created independently 
from the service provider (Kristensson et al. 2008; Meuter et al. 2000).   
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – Conceptual research model 
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3 Method 
 

The following chapter outlines the methodological reasoning and choices employed in 
this thesis. A summary can be found at the end of this chapter.     
 

3.1 Research approach 
This thesis contains elements from both deductive and inductive reasoning, called the 
abductive approach (Dubois and Gadde 2002). Thus, in line with Saunders, Lewis and 
Thornhill (2009) which approach best suited depends on how the researchers view the 
relationship between theory and data, although a combination is often more fruitful 
(Saunders et al. 2009). The applicability of the theoretical framework employed in 
this thesis was analyzed through subsequent data collection. Consequently, this 
research urged that theoretical constructs and questions were defined prior to the data 
collection. The findings derived from an operationalization of existing theories within 
the field of new service development and customer involvement, and explored 
whether the theories applied to the context of this thesis. These are elements that 
characterize a deductive approach (Saunders et al. 2009; Hyde 2000; Rowley 2002). 
Conversely, in the initial stages of this thesis, an unstructured interview was 
conducted with a respondent at the chosen organization. This interview guided the 
chosen theoretical framework employed in this thesis, which ensured that the research 
as whole turned out in accordance to the research objectives, which according to 
Saunders et al. (2009) reflects the inductive reasoning. The abductive approach was 
further fruitful for this thesis as it allowed the employed theoretical framework to be 
altered by the empirical findings (Ali and Birley 1999). That is, since a combination 
of the two ways of reasoning does not force theory to match the empirical data 
(Dubois and Gadde 2002). 
 
As the internal perspective of customer involvement in NSD further is an unexplored 
research field (eg. Foss et al. 2011; Cui and Wu 2015), a qualitative approach was 
considered appropriate (Saunders et al. 2009). To answer the stated purpose and 
research questions there was a need to draw upon rich data rather than to derive 
measures for generalizations, which arguably excluded the quantitative approach. 
Although a qualitative approach does not exclude generalization, the nature of those 
generalizations is different. The intention was to expand and generalize theories 
instead of determine whether or not the phenomenon could be generalized across the 
population. Additionally, the findings will be based upon the respondents’ subjective 
interpretation of their daily work, which according to Yin (2011) stresses a qualitative 
approach. 

3.2 Research design 
Given the immaturity of this research field, an exploratory research design was 
employed. Saunders et al. (2009) support the choice of such design when there is a 
need to bring further clarity and understanding of a problem, which one could argue 
to be the case in this thesis. The exploratory research design was further considered 
appropriate due to the need for flexibility. Given the uncertain nature brought by an 
undeveloped research area, the empirical data might provide insight that requires a 
change of direction (Saunders et al. 2009). The internal processes of how to manage 
customer involvement in NSD might not be fully in line with the theoretical 
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framework employed in this research. Furthermore, as data were not collected over a 
long period of time, but rather within a limited timeframe, a cross-sectional design 
was conducted. The intention was to explore a process of how the investigated 
organization was managed customer involvement in new service development by 
targeting representative members, rather than following and observing the processes 
itself. Hence in accordance with Saunders et al. (2009) the longitudinal research 
design was excluded. 

3.3 Research strategy 
The purpose of this thesis called for a case study to be conducted. A case study is a 
suitable research strategy for researches that aims to answer questions of “how”, 
“what”, and “why” certain phenomena occur. Further, a case study is a research 
strategy that is commonly used for exploratory research (Saunders et al. 2009), also 
considered appropriate since the thesis was exploratory in character. In order to 
explore, it is argued that data allowing for deep understanding is needed (Saunders et 
al. 2009; Baxter and Jack 2008). This justifies the strategy since the thesis aimed to 
explore a process that was context dependent and further could vary in accordance 
with specific organizational capabilities. 
 
Due to the chosen research strategy, the findings of this research should not be 
generalized beyond the sample of this study. Nor did such intention ever exist. 
However, the findings can be generalized to some broader theory, thus it is of interest 
to make analytical generalizations (Yin 2011). The intention was to bring further 
strengths into the theoretical framework by comparing it to the empirical results. 
Others researchers can apply the same theoretical framework and conduct a similar 
study in a different industry, which strengthen the external validity in this thesis.   

3.3.1 Case study design 
To consider the nature of an internal process entails that there is a need to involve 
multiple units of analysis. Following the recommendation by Rowley (2002), these 
different units will be explored individually, but drawn together to provide an overall 
picture. In order to provide a thorough picture of how the investigated organization 
managed customer involvement in NSD, data had to be collected from members with 
different roles and responsibilities. The units of analysis in this thesis included 
employees that worked at a strategic level, as well as employees that worked at an 
operative level. Given that different units of analysis will be explored, the chosen case 
study design was single embedded. 

3.4 Sampling 
Skandia was considered particularly appropriate to answer the stated purpose and 
research question. The organization seeks strategic initiatives to involve their 
customers more efficiently in new service development. This entails that Skandia was 
chosen based upon appropriateness. This goes in line with Saunders et al. (2009) who 
argue that judgmental sampling is fruitful when there is a need to choose a case based 
upon its high informative character related to the research questions (Neuman 2005; 
in Saunders et al. 2009, p. 239). The judgmental sampling technique was used initially 
to target the member that specifically possessed qualities and information related to 
the aim of this thesis. The head of Customer Influence was sampled based upon that 
premise. The sample technique of snowballing was further used to determine the 
sample frame. This sample technique continued until no further respondent was 
recommended and when a reasonable degree of saturation was reached, as suggested 
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by Saunders et al. (2009). All respondents were part of Skandia’s pilot project and 
outlined the team that provides the foundation for how Skandia could involve 
customers in NSD-programs in the future. Given this information, the sample frame 
was considered appropriate despite the rather limited amount of respondents. 
 
The authors of this study are aware of the potential biases brought by snowball 
sampling. The potential risk of receiving a homogeneous sample, based upon access 
to likeminded people (Lee 1993; found in Saunders et al. 2009), was considered while 
choosing sample technique. However, snowball sampling was a necessity, in order to 
establish contact with the representative members, which outlined this pilot project. 
Information about the respondents could be found in table 2 – Table of respondents 
below.  
 

Table 2 – Table of respondents  
 
Respondents name Unit of analysis Position Referred to as 

Nordborg Strategic Head of Customer 
Influence 

Nordborg (2015) 

Hartsö Strategic Head of Consumer 
Insight 

Hartsö (2015) 

Sjöberg Strategic Skandia’s Program 
Office 

Sjöberg (2015) 

Hildingsson Operative Process Leader in 
Digital Channels and 
Customer Feedback 

Hildingsson (2015) 

Magnusson Operative Product Owner Magnusson (2015) 

Knapp Operative Team leader IT 
development 

Knapp (2015) 

 

3.4.1 Research ethics  
The respondents and the organization’s names were used in accordance with the 
respondents and Skandia’s top management approval. Data from primary and 
secondary sources did not interfere with any confidentiality or anonymity issues, as 
suggested by Saunders et al. (2009).  

3.5 Data collection method 
The primary data was collected through semi-structured interviews. Such data 
collection was considered appropriate since it allows for a favorable combination of 
flexibility and consistency. The flexible character of semi-structured interviews 
allowed probe questions to be asked and thereby enabled the respondents to elaborate 
on their responses (Silverman 2007: in Saunders et al. 2009). The respondents could 
hence disclose their subjective interpretations, which implied that new areas of 
interest could arise (Bryman and Bell 2011). As such, semi-structured interviews were 
chosen based upon the premise that it captured the voice of the individual respondent. 
Furthermore, the interview guides (see paragraph 3.7 - Interview guide) were used in 
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order to hold the flexibility at a reasonable level, and thus reduce the risk for letting 
the interviews result in inconsistent answers (Bryman and Bell 2011).  
 
As a complement, secondary data was gathered from organizational reports, 
Skandia’s website and blog, and presentations related to Skandia’s NSD process. The 
secondary data was hence used to enable triangulation, which according to Saunders 
et al. (2009) is employed to “… ensure that the data are telling you what you think 
they are telling you” (p. 146). The triangulation was undertaken based upon Riege’s 
(2003) argument that construct validity in research only can be achieved if the 
theoretical constructs actually measures what they intend to measure (e.g. Riege 2003; 
Hernon and Schwartz 2009). Acknowledging multiple sources of data provided a 
good foundation for the construct validity criterion to be upheld. 

3.5.1 Data collection procedure 
The respondents were encouraged to answer the interview questions at a program 
level. Such approach entails that the respondents were not restricted to answer from a 
specific project, but could choose any development project that concerned how 
customers had been involved in the NSD process as a reference point (Alam and 
Perry 2002). The respondents were encouraged to elaborate on their answers by 
exemplifying with real examples. This was done in order to reduce the potential risk 
of respondents rationalizing their recall.    
 
Five out of six interviews were made face-to-face, which was considered appropriate 
since it allows for interpretations of the respondents’ reactions (Bryman and Bell 
2011). One interview was further conducted over telephone due to geographical 
distances. The interviews proceeded by following the recommendation provided by 
Yin (2011). The sessions lasted between 40 to 75 minutes and the face-to-face 
interviews were conducted at Skandia’s head office in Stockholm, Sweden. The 
chosen location was based upon the recommendation provided by Saunders et al. 
(2009), who suggest that the location should be convenient for the respondents. The 
interviews were recorded, subsequently transcribed and translated from Swedish into 
English. To save time however, the transcription only covered those parts of the 
interviews that were relevant for the objective of this thesis, based upon the 
recommendation by Saunders et al. (2009). Given this information, the reliability of 
the conducted research was considered as fairly high, due to the transparency of the 
data collection procedure, measurements and documentation of the raw data provided 
by the transcription. The transparency enables other researchers to employ the same 
data collection procedure and instruments. However, given the flexible character of 
qualitative data, the authors of this thesis argue in line with Riege (2003) that despite 
a thorough documentation of the conducted research, the results might differ. That is 
since the control of variables are low, which constitute a consequence characterized 
particularly by case study research (Rowley 2002). 
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3.6 Operationalization and measurement of variables 
The essence of doing an operationalization was to secure that the research objectives 
were answered in a rigorous way by transforming theoretical constructs into feasible 
measures (Saunders et al. 2009). The operationalization further ensured that the same 
construct was measured regardless of unit of analysis. Thus, the theoretical constructs 
defined in the literature review guided the empirical investigation and in line with 
Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005) were used in order to gather relevant data. 
 
Further, a conceptual definition was provided in relation to the theoretical definitions 
employed in this thesis. The conceptual definitions contextualize the theoretical 
constructs by showing the purpose they fulfilled in this research. The theoretical 
constructs were further transformed into measures to ensure that the questions, 
despite their “atheoretical” character, led to the intended constructs (Ali and Birley 
1999). As such, provided a prerequisite for the construct validity to be upheld 
(Saunders et al. 2009). The final step in the operationalization visualizes how the 
measurements were captured in the questions. See table 3 – Operationalization of 
variables below. 
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Table 3 – Operationalization of variables 

Concept Theoretical 
definition 

Conceptual 
definition 

Measures Questions 

New Service 
Development 
Process 

“The overall process of 
developing new service 
offerings” (Goldstein et al. 
2002, p. 122) 

To get an understanding 
of how Skandia 
involves customers their 
NSD process. 

- Design Phase 

- Analysis Phase 
- Development Phase 
- Launch Phase  
Johnson et al. (2002) 

 

Interview 
guide 1:  

Questions 5-19 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 5-19 

Design Phase Consist of development 
stages that new service 
ideas occur and are turned 
into service concepts 
(Johnson et al. 2000) 

To gain deeper 
understanding for how 
Skandia involves 
customers to provide 
them with valuable 
inputs during stages that 
concern the 
development of the 
service design and 
concept.   

- - Strategic planning 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 

-  
- - Idea generation (Alam 

and Perry 2002) 
-  

- Idea screening (Alam 
and Perry 2002) 

Interview 
guide 1: 

Questions 5-8 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 5-8 

 

Analysis Phase Consist of development 
stages that evaluate the 
service concept in terms of 
market potential, growth, 
reward, and competitive 
potential (Johnson et al. 
2000) 

To gain an 
understanding of how 
Skandia involves their 
customers in 
development stages that 
provide them with 
insights and inputs 
regarding business 
performance. 

- - Business analysis 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 

-  

Interview 
guide 1: 

Questions 9-10 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 9-10 

Development phase Stages related to when the 
development teams are 
transforming service 
concept to a “marketable 
service” (Johnson et al. 
2000) 

To gain understanding 
for how Skandia 
involves their customers 
in development stages 
connected to the actual 
development of the 
service. 

- - Formation of cross-
functional teams (Alam 
and Perry 2002) 

-  
- - Service design and 

process system design 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 

-  
- - Personnel training 

(Alam and Perry 2002) 
-  
- - Service testing and 

pilot run (Alam and 
Perry 2002) 

- Test marketing (Alam 
and Perry 2002) 

Interview 
guide 1: 

Questions 11-
17 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 11-
17 
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Launch phase  

Development stages that 
concern activities and 
processes connected to the 
launch of the service, i.e 
commercialization of 
service (Johnson et al. 
2000) 

 

To gain understanding 
of how Skandia 
involves their customers 
in development stages 
concerning the launch 
of the service 

 

- Commercialization 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 

 

Interview 
guide 1: 

Questions 18-
19 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 18-
19 

Organizational 
structures and 
processes 

Internal challenges are 
often a result of well-
founded structures, 
processes and culture 
(Matthing et al. 2004).  

To gain understanding 
for if Skandia has an 
organizational design 
suitable for customer 
involvement.  

-  - Organizational 
flexibility (Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy 2000) 

Interview 
guide 1: 

Question 20 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 20 

The NIH-syndrome 

 

 

“The tendency of a project 
group of stable 
composition to believe it 
possesses a monopoly of 
knowledge of its field, 
which leads it to reject 
new ideas from outsiders 
to the likely detriment of 
its performance” (Katz 
and Allen 1982, P.7) 

To uncover if there are 
any reluctances among 
employees to embrace 
customers feedback in 
NSD. 

- - Attitude to customers 
feedback (Lichtenthaler 
and Ernst 2006) 

-  
- Input uncertainties 

(Chan et al. 2010) 

Interview 
guide 1: 

Questions 21-
24 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 21-
24  

Facilitating transfer 
between units 

The process in which 
knowledge is transferred 
from one individual to 
others (Roberts 2000) 

 

To grasp how Skandia 
ensures that customers’ 
feedback are 
disseminated to the 
right places within the 
organization 

 

-  - Transfer of customer 
feedback (Roberts 
2000) 
 

Interview 
guide 1: 

Question 25 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 25-
26 

Managing customer 
heterogeneity 

 

 

Customer heterogeneity 
refers to differences in 
customers’ characteristics 
and behavior that might 
affect the perceived value 
of the service (Castro, 
Martin Armario and 
Martin Ruiz 2007) 

To understand what 
actions Skandia is 
taking to involve 
customers with different 
characteristics. 

 

- Selection criteria 
(Nambisan 2002) 

 

 

Interview 
guide 1: 

Question 26  

Interview 
guide 2: 

Questions 27-
28 
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3.7 Interview guide 
Two different interview guides were used as data collection instruments in this thesis. 
The questions needed to be tailored to each unit of analysis, hence the 
operationalization was used to ensure that the theoretical constructs were covered. 
Even though multiple interview guides increased the complexity of the data collection 
procedure, it was not considered as a threat to the quality criteria. It was rather 
considered as a necessity in order to ensure that the gathered data reflected the 
perspective of each unit. Furthermore the content validity was established, by letting 
one person with strong academic skills reviewed the interview guide for the purpose 
to determine how well the questions represented the theoretical constructs. This 
provided valuable feedback concerning potential flaws in the interview guide and 
which questions that needed further clarification. 
 
The first interview guide (see Appendix 1 – Interview guide strategic level) was 
designed for respondents that had managerial responsibilities in Skandia’s NSD 
program. Thus, respondents that worked with the investigated issues at a strategic 
level. The questions were tailored specifically to capture Skandia’s NSD program. 
These interviews provided a thorough picture of how Skandia managed the process of 
involving their customers in NSD.  
 
The second interview guide (see Appendix 2 – Interview guide operative level) was 
designed for respondents that were hands-on by involving customers’ feedback in the 
NSD process. Thus respondents that worked at an operative level. These interview 
provided insight into how the strategic directions were transformed into actions. 

3.8 Data analysis method 
Given the integrated approach of combining inductive and deductive reasoning, the 
data analysis method employed in this thesis follows the recommendation provided by 
Miles and Huberman (1994). Thus, the activities of data reduction, data display, and 
conclusion and verification were employed. This method of data analysis is favorable 
for an abductive approach, as it is not restricted inherently to one of the two ways of 
reasoning (Saunders et al. 2009), and therefore considered relevant to employ in this 
thesis.  
 

 

 

Motivating 
customers 

 

 

 

Customers’ willingness to 
share (Paquette 2006: 
found in Schwartz 2006) 

 

 

To understand how 
Skandia motivates their 
customers to participate 
in NSD. 

 

 

- Strategies for 
motivating customers 
(Nambisan and Baron 
2009; Hoyer et al. 2010) 

 

 

Interview 
guide 1: 

Question 27 

Interview 
guide 2: 

Question 29 
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Drawing upon the three flows of data analysis activities suggested by Miles and 
Huberman (1994), the first step contained the activity of selecting, sorting and 
synthesizing the gathered data, hence related to what Miles and Huberman (1994) 
would address as data reduction. The transcribed interviews were summarized and 
the empirical data that did not contribute to the aim of this thesis was reduced. Key 
constructs of the selected data were further organized and displayed in a manageable 
form (see table 5 - summary of key findings). Displaying data in such way was 
conducted in order to derive at key insights and to determine what the generated data 
actually means. Displaying and organizing the data prior to the actual analysis is 
according to Yin (2011) a prerequisite for a strong analysis and ultimately for 
conducting a rigorous qualitative research. Visualizing the empirical data in such way 
was considered favorable for drawing conclusions and verifications (Yin 2011). 
 
The employed data analysis strategy followed Yin’s (2012) suggested analytical 
strategy for case study research, hence relying on theoretical propositions. The 
empirical data were consequently analyzed in relation to the chosen theoretical 
constructs. Eisenhart and Graebner (2007) argue that the chosen strategy is 
particularly favorable in case study research, as it creates a strong bridge between the 
empirical evidence and the theoretical constructs. It visualizes more concrete how 
theory and empirical data relates and hence enabled pattern matching to occur 
(Eisenhart and Graebner 2007). The visualized data can be seen in table 5 – summary 
of key findings. Deriving from terms founded in existing theories further increases the 
transparency of how the interpretations from the empirical data were made (Saunders 
et al. 2009), a decision taken to increase the validity of the conducted research.    
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3.9 Summary of methodological choices 
 

Table 4 – Summary of methodological choices 
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Research Methodology Chosen approach 

Research approach Deductive and inductive reasoning 

Qualitative 

Research design Exploratory 

Cross-sectional 

Research strategy and design Case study 

Single embedded 

Sampling Judgmental sampling technique 

Snowball sample technique 

Data collection method Semi-structured interviews 

Data analysis method Data reduction 

Data display 

Conclusion and verification  

Relying on theoretical propositions 
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4. Pre-understanding of Skandia’s NSD process 
 

The aim of this chapter is to bring clarity for Skandia’s organizational processes 
around service development and customer involvement.  
 

4.1 Introducing Skandia’s NSD process 
The organization has a mutual process of priority, which aims to steer all projects and 
development activities within the organization. Before any development project can 
be initiated, a business case has to be established and stated in the form of what 
Skandia calls an A3. In an A3, information concerning what the development project 
concerns, why it is needed, and what is demanded in order to realize it needs to be 
stated. The form enact the groundwork for if the project is needed, how it should be 
prioritized, and to secure that the development project goes in line with Skandia’s 
tactical and strategic priorities. In order for a development project to pass this process, 
it must be connected to one of the organization’s strategic initiatives (Appendix 3 – 
The process of priority). 
 
When a project is initiated it must follow a development framework called PROPS. 
The framework aims to enhance a profitable and optimized service portfolio of the 
organization. Internal documents disclose that Skandia use PROPS to secure that all 
projects deliver on two main objectives. Firstly, it is implemented from a business 
perspective to arrange and synchronize all activities in the development project in 
order for it to support the superior business goals. Secondly, the framework is 
implemented from more of a human perspective, where the aim is to establish a joint 
development culture with a focus on employees as the most important resource. This 
perspective of the framework should enhance collaboration between team members. 
Consequently, all members have stated roles in the development project with a 
defined responsibility distribution. PROPS further steer decision-making related to 
the project. Most commonly, projects consist of six different tollgate points in which 
decisions are taken in relation to the development project and its status. The decisions 
range from whether an analysis phase should be initiated, to a decision point in which 
the project is accepted and could be delivered (Appendix 4  - PROPS).   
 
Customers of Skandia are involved in developing activities mainly through digital 
channels. The empirical investigation revealed that feedback is collected from a 
platform called “Kundo”, through social medias, web-based surveys, and instant 
messaging. The platform “Kundo” is connected to Skandia’s banking mobile 
application and their website. It is mostly used for customer service, where customer 
service employees could respond to comments by customers. The comments were 
logged in Kundo, which enable customer service employees to tag feedback in 
relation to nature of the feedback and which area it concerns. This platform is an 
important tool for collecting, sharing, and managing customer feedback within the 
organization. All respondents have access to the platform. (Sjöberg 2015; Nordborg 
2015; Hartsö 2015; Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015; Hildingsson 2015) 
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5 Discussion of empirical results and findings 
 

In this chapter the empirical results will be discussed in regard to the theoretical 
backdrop of this thesis. The chapter starts with a summary of the key findings to 
provide an overview for the in-depth discussion that follows (see table 5 – Summary 
of key findings). The chapter then discusses Skandia’s development process to show 
how customers are involved in development stages and its related phases. Finally, 
challenges brought by Skandia’s customer involvement activities are discussed in 
relation to theory.  
 

5.1 Summary of key findings 

Table 5 – Summary of key findings 

Concept Measures Key findings 
New service 
development 
process 

- Design Phase 

- Analysis Phase 

- Development Phase 

- Launch Phase  

Skandia involved customers in three of the fundamental phases; 
Design, Development and Launch.  

Design phase - - Strategic planning 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 
 

 

- - Idea generation (Alam 
and Perry 2002) 
 

 

- Idea screening (Alam 
and Perry 2002) 

The empirical investigation brought no support that Skandia involves 
their customers in the strategic planning stage. The activities related 
to this development activity must be predefined.  

 

Customers were involved to generate new service ideas sporadically 
rather than continuously.  

 

Customers were involved to provide feedback concerning the 
features of the service in the idea screening stage.  

  

Analysis Phase - - Business analysis (Alam 
and Perry 2002) 
 

Skandia had predefined parameters that laid the groundwork for how 
the development project will be analyzed. Hence, involving 
customers in the business analysis stage was neglected.  

Development 
phase 

- - Formation of cross-
functional teams (Alam 
and Perry 2002) 

-  
- - Service design and 

process system design 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 
 

The predefined parameters of how the development project will be 
prioritized prevent customers from being involved in the formation 
of cross-functional teams. 

Skandia neglected customers to be involved in the development and 
design of service blueprints. 
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- - Personnel training 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 

-  
- - Service testing and pilot 

run (Alam and Perry 
2002) 
 

- Test marketing (Alam 
and Perry 2002) 

 

The customers were not involved in the training of personnel, a 
direct consequence of the nature of technology-based services.  

Skandia involved their customers to provide feedback on newly 
developed beta-versions, regarding features and design.  

 

Customers were not involved for the purpose of providing feedback 
on activities related to the marketing of the service.  

 

Launch phase - Commercialization 
(Alam and Perry 2002) 

Customers were involved in the stage of commercialization 
regarding word of mouth activities, and to provide feedback 
regarding further improvements of the service. However, such 
involvement occurred sporadically.  

Organizational 
structures and 
processes 

- - Organizational 
flexibility (Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy 2000) 

Skandia’s current structure and organizational flexibility was found 
to be the main challenge for involving customers in new service 
development.  

The NIH-
syndrome 

- - Attitude to customers 
feedback (Lichtenthaler 
and Ernst 2006) 
 

- - Input uncertainties 
- (Chan et al. 2010) 

 

The unwillingness to embrace customers’ feedback was due to lack 
of quantification, inexperience, and accustomed patterns of “how 
things ought to be done”.   

 

The lack of synchronization between customers’ feedback and the 
development teams’ planning and daily operations, as well as 
unawareness of the quantification of customers’ feedback brought 
input uncertainties for the developers. 

Facilitating 
transfer 
between units 

- Transfer of customer 
feedback (Roberts 2000) 

Manual process of transferring customers’ feedback constrained 
Skandia’s ability to reach the development team with timely 
customer feedback.  

Managing 
customer 
heterogeneity 

- Selection criteria 
(Nambisan 2002) 

 

No actions were taken to ensure that the received customer feedback 
was representative for the customer-base. Additionally, informal 
processes of harnessing customer feedback impeded customer 
heterogeneity to be realized.  

Motivating 
customers 

- Strategies for motivating 
customers (Nambisan and 
Baron 2009; Hoyer et al. 
2010) 

Skandia relied on their customers to freely reveal their feedback as a 
mean for self-help activity. The consequence was however that 
customers’ feedback were skewed towards a certain customer 
segment. 
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5.2 Customer involvement in the stages of strategic planning, idea 
generation, and idea screening  
Alam and Perry (2002) argue that customers could be involved to generate feedback 
on financial data in an initial stage of the development process, namely strategic 
planning. The conducted interviews disclosed that Skandia does not actively perform 
any business activities that aim to engage customers to provide feedback on financial 
data. Matthing et al. (2004) argue that organizational structure, processes, and culture 
could prevent customer involvement, which could explain why Skandia did not 
involve customers during this development stage. In order for a development project 
to be realized and prioritized an extensive A3 must be established, in which a rigorous 
project plan is included, where resource requirements must be specified (Sjöberg 
2015; Nordborg 2015; Hartsö 2015; Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015; Hildingsson 
2015). Taken together, one could argue that organizational structure in that sense 
impeded project initiators to involve customers to provide them with inputs regarding 
financial data, as much of the strategic planning must be predefined. 
 
During the empirical investigation there was organizational examples found 
indicating that Skandia initiates business activities aiming to involve customers to 
provide new service ideas. One empirical example revealed that Skandia announced a 
contest to attain ideas of how to further develop their mobile banking application 
(Magnusson 2015: Hildingsson 2015). Customers were allowed to express themselves 
freely in relation to a solution, where the best idea was implemented and rewarded 
with an iPad. “That is a rather good example of how Skandia involved customers to 
generate the idea…” - Magnusson (2015). As such, empirical findings suggest that 
customers were engaged to perform activities in the idea generation stage, as argued 
by Alam and Perry (2002). Skandia was further found to initiate organizational 
activities to involve customers in the development stage idea screening (Alam and 
Perry, 2002). It was disclosed that the organization engaged customers to provide 
feedback on certain service features and concepts. Employees at the strategic level 
emphasized this activity. Hartsö (2015) claimed that product owners occasionally 
contact her for input regarding market potentials, most commonly through Internet 
based surveys. The process was exemplified through a project that concerned 
Skandia’s funding services, where the product owners wanted to present a new 
service concept to customers in order to determine whether or not to develop the 
service. Hartsö (2015) expressed it as a way to provide them with indications 
regarding sales potential and a “hint” of what the customers think of the contemplated 
service. It is argued that activities performed by customers in this stage could be to 
provide reactions to service concepts (Alam and Perry, 2002), thus implying that 
Skandia was involving customers in the idea screening stage. 

5.2.1 Implications of involvement in the Design Phase 
Research has shown that involvement during the design phase is fruitful for service 
success (e.g. von Hippel, 1986; Nambisan, 2002; Matthing, 2004; Alam and Perry, 
2002) and to get gain valuable initial ideas for service concepts (Nambisan, 2002; 
Gruner and Homburg, 2000). All of the respondents emphasized the importance of, 
and expressed a willingness to involve customers in the initial stages more frequently. 
According to Nordborg (2015), the organization is turning towards this type of 
customer-oriented development process and is opening up more channels accordingly. 
The empirical investigation revealed that some parts of the organization has been 
involving customers to attain ideas, but such activities has not been fully embraced in 
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the organization. Nordborg (2015) claimed: “We are not there yet, we can improve”. 
Several respondents claimed that customer involvement in the design phase would be 
beneficial for developing the “right” thing and referred to the possibility of 
developing services that meets customers’ requirements and needs (Nordborg 2015; 
Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015; Hildingsson 2015). Such arguments could highlight 
one of the advantages of involving customers in the development process, which 
Cheng et al. (2012) argue to ensure service acceptance. Service acceptance implies 
that developers, through involving customers, could attain a clearer picture around the 
service concept and that it matches requirements of customers (Cheng et al. 2012). In 
addition, Skandia organized competitions (Nordborg 2015; Magnusson 2015; 
Hildingsson 2015) to attain new service ideas, which could provide the organization 
with competitive advantages, in line with Lengnick-Hall (1996). However, this type 
of organizational activity was found to be performed sporadic and not continuously, 
which could imply that Skandia does not adopt customer involvement proactively, as 
argued by Matthing et al. (2004). The sporadic nature of processes allowing customer 
involvement in the design phase could bring consequences of Skandia being 
outperformed and easily copied by competitors, supported by Matthing et al. (2004). 
This was recognized by the respondents at the strategic level, “customers are not 
viewing Skandia as innovative anymore” (Nordborg 2015). Skandia needs to 
reposition the organization as innovative (Nordborg 2015; Hartsö 2015), which could 
be a consequence brought by Skandia’s infrequent involvement of customers during 
the design phase, as argued by Matthing et al. (2004).   
 
Hoyer et al. (2010) argue that customer involvement could bring the problem of 
information overload. The empirical investigation revealed that Skandia did not 
systematically structure feedback and input provided by customers. Such concern was 
expressed and Skandia was claimed to not be able to distribute customer feedback 
efficiently (Knapp 2015). The head of consumer insights expressed that it is a time-
consuming activity to collect, distribute and share feedback to the right people and 
departments within the organization. This could constitute an explanation for why 
customers’ feedback was not always received by service developers and product 
owners (Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015). The empirical investigation further disclosed 
relevance concerns of customers’ input, which could go in line with Hoyer et al. 
(2010). Feedback from customers was found to be unstructured and hence hard for 
product owners and service developers to take into consideration (Magnusson 2015; 
Knapp 2015). The distribution of feedback was additionally criticized: “The 
communication has not been very good [...] Until recently, I have not been aware of 
who is in charge to distribute the inputs from customers” (Knapp 2015). Given that 
the empirical investigation found that customers were not frequently involved during 
the design phase, Skandia may suffer from information overload that could prevent 
customer involvement in the design phase, as argued by Hoyer et al. (2010).  

5.3 Customer involvement in business analysis stage 
The empirical investigation did not reveal any organizational activities indicating that 
Skandia involved customers to provide feedback on the service’s potential 
profitability, through financial and competitor data (Alam and Perry 2002). Thus, the 
findings suggest that Skandia neglects customers to be involved in activities related to 
the business analysis stage.  A large proportion of analysis concerning business and 
service profitability must be connected and specified to the organization’s strategic 
initiatives, which could explain such negation (Nordborg 2015, Hartsö 2015; Sjöberg 
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2015; Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015; Hildingsson 2015; Appendix 3 - The process of 
priority).  

5.3.1 Implications of involvement in the Analysis Phase 
Skandia did not involve customers to generate feedback while trying to determine the 
services potential in terms of market potential, competitiveness, or growth (Nordborg 
2015; Hartsö 2015; Sjöberg 2015; Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015; Hildingsson 2015). 
Nordborg (2015) however argues that since Skandia turned to be jointly owned by 
their customers, the organization has changed the way profit is calculated. A product 
focus has historically impregnated profit calculations, whereas today the calculations 
are customer oriented. Such orientation enabled the organization to put customers in 
the center, calculate customers’ lifetime value, and provide them with new services 
accordingly. It is reasonable to argue that involving customers in the analysis phase 
would not be beneficial for Skandia, as customers’ possess limited knowledge and a 
lack of tools for conducting such analysis, in line with Cheng et al. (2012). The 
respondents did not see how customers could be involved for business analysis 
purposes, which could emphasize that managers of the organization control business 
activities related to the analysis phase, in line with Melton and Hartline (2010). All 
respondents explained that an analysis in terms of profitability need to be explicitly 
stated in the A3 in order for it to pass the process and be prioritized as a development 
project. Nordborg (2015) exemplified by arguing that, “it does not matter if we have 
10.000 customers who wants a certain thing, it must be profitable for the organization 
in the long run”. This could go in line with Johne and Storey (1998), who argue that 
services cannot only be developed by customers’ demand. A synergy needs to exist 
with the profitability of the service.  

5.4. Customer involvement in the stages of formation of a cross-functional 
team, service design and process system design, personnel training, service 
testing and pilot run 
Alam and Perry (2002) argue that customers could be involved to help managers 
select members to include in the development team in the stage of formation of a 
cross-functional team. However, such information must be predefined in the A3 
before the project is realized (Sjöberg 2015; Appendix 3 – The process of priority). 
Thus, it indicates that customers were not involved in this stage. One could argue that 
formation of a cross-functional team however was vital for Skandia since it is one of 
the required parameters in a development project (Sjöberg 2015; Appendix 3 – The 
process of priority). This could be seen to support findings by Alam and Perry (2002), 
who argue that this stage is vital for successful NSD programs (Alam and Perry 
2002). The empirical investigation further acknowledged that limited actions were 
taken to involve customers for the purpose of developing and review service 
blueprints, hence Skandia neglects customers to be involved in the stage of service 
design and process system design (Alam and Perry 2002). However, such 
involvement would be difficult to execute for technology-based services since 
customers normally possess limited knowledge concerning the technology’s potential 
and limitation (Kristensson et al., 2008). 
 
Alam and Perry (2002) further suggests that organizations could involve customers in 
a development stage called “personnel training”, where customers could participate in 
a simulated delivery process of the service. As such, customers are argued to be able 
to provide the service provider with potential improvements (Alam and Perry 2002). 
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Given that Skandia did not encourage customers to participate in any simulated 
delivery processes (Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015) and that their services are 
technology-based, one could argue that the stage of personnel training was not 
performed. That could be since the service outcome is performed independently from 
any interactions with the service provider (Kristensson et al. 2008). 
 
Skandia has released beta-versions of developed services in order for customers to 
provide them with feedback regarding service features and design. One example 
brought up during the interviews was Skandia’s new website. Customers were 
encouraged to enter the website and provide Skandia with their opinions and feedback 
through the platform Kundo. Such activity entails that Skandia involves customers in 
the development stage of service testing and pilot run, in line with Alam and Perry 
(2002). During this stage, customers could actively participate in a trial delivery 
process and give feedback for improvements and design changes (Alam and Perry 
2002), which was found to be a reason why Skandia released beta-versions (Knapp 
2015). However, Knapp (2015) expressed a concern regarding the technical 
limitations in releasing beta-versions as frequently as preferred. If managed properly, 
such activity was argued to enable developers to develop the “the right thing” (Knapp 
2015; Magnusson 2105). Magnusson (2015) pointed out that such tests are mostly 
carried out to confirm or verify certain application handiness, rather than to involve 
customers in the development per se. The respondent claimed that there was a need 
for formalization of processes that allows customer involvement and “test, discuss, 
adjust, and continue develop” together with the customers (Magnusson 2015).  
 
All respondents claimed that Skandia did not involve customers to provide them with 
feedback and input on for instance communication plans or activities related to the 
marketing of the service. Thus suggesting that Skandia did not initiate activities to 
encourage customers to perform activities during the stage of test marketing, as 
suggested by Alam and Perry (2002). 

5.4.1 Implications of involvement in the Development Phase 
Customer involvement was emphasized both from the strategic and operative level in 
the development phase. Organizational examples brought up during the interviews 
were mainly connected to “beta-versions” of new services. At such instances, 
customers are encouraged to provide the organization with feedback in order to refine 
for instance design or certain features in accordance to customer requirements, 
supported by Fuller and Matzler (2007). Involving customers during the development 
phase could speed up the development cycle (Thomke and von Hippel 2002), reduce 
development costs, and development time (Melton and Hartline 2010). As such, the 
findings could be seen as contradictory as respondents on the operative level claimed 
customer involvement increased the development time (Magnusson 2015; Knapp 
2015). However, it was expressed as a trade off, where the benefits of involving 
customers were considered worth the “extra time” (Magnusson 2015).  
 
At the strategic level, respondents expressed concerns regarding required resources to 
efficiently manage customers’ feedback for development purposes. Given that the 
findings revealed a lack of formalized processes directed towards involving customers 
in development projects, together with that customers feedback is not connected to 
Skandia’s development process, could entail that Skandia faced internal challenges. 
These challenges could consequently impede the beneficial outcomes of involving 
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customers during the development phase, as argued by Nambisan (2002), Melton and 
Hartline (2007), and Thomke and von Hippel (2002). 

5.5 Customer involvement in the commercialization stage 
Customer involvement during this stage was performed rather sporadically and was 
not a standard procedure in this stage (Hartsö 2015); Hildingsson 2015). Skandia used 
to involve customers in launches of new services 3-4 years ago, but such activities are 
rarely organized today (Hildingsson 2015). Skandia organized a slogan-contest for a 
newly developed service in their social media channels. The aim of the contest was 
however not to make the service more “commercial”, rather performed as a cross-
selling activity (Hartsö 2015). Arguably though, the contests in social medias could 
indicate that Skandia initiated activities as an attempt to make customers spread word 
of mouth, which is an activity performed by customers in the commercialization stage 
(Alam and Perry 2002). Additionally, Skandia has engaged customers to provide them 
with feedback on service performance. When Skandia released its new website, 
Nordborg (2015) posted the following on Skandia’s blog: “There are still good ideas 
concerning both functionality, design, and content that we have not been able to 
process before launch but that we will continue work with. […] Which changes would 
you prefer as a next step in the development of our new web?” (Skandiabloggen 
2015). As such, customers’ were also allowed to provide their suggestions for 
improvements, in line with Alam and Perry (2002). 

5.5.1 Implications of involvement in the Launch Phase 
Given that the empirical investigation found that customers are not formalized 
involved in all of the phases in the development process in any project, it could be of 
importance for Skandia to engage customers in activities related to the launch phase. 
Such involvement has shown to increase market acceptance and service performance 
(Cheng et al. 2010). In addition, it is argued that NSD teams could benefit from 
involving customers in the launch of the service as it could enhance the perceived 
value of the service (Melton and Hartline 2010), which was emphasized and disclosed 
during the interviews with the respondents on the operative level. As previously 
mentioned, it would be beneficial in order to secure that the organization is 
developing “the right thing“ (Knapp 2015).  
 

5.6 Challenges brought by customer involvement 
The discussion above discloses that Skandia neglect customer involvement in several 
stages in the development process. This could indicate that Skandia is facing 
challenges to efficiently manage and perform customer involvement in their NSD 
program. The following section aims to discuss potential challenges preventing 
Skandia to involve customers more frequently throughout the development process.  

5.6.1 Organizational structures and processes  
The empirical investigation disclosed that the most prevalent challenge Skandia was 
facing while involving customers were related to the organization’s current structure 
and processes, supported by Matthing et al. (2004). Consequently, everything needed 
to be systematically documented and processed, which impeded customer 
involvement to occur efficiently (Knapp 2015). Thus, Skandia’s existing development 
processes did not fully coincide with the customer-oriented development process that 
customer involvement requires. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) argue that a 
customer-oriented approach, characterized by customer involvement, stresses the 
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importance of organizational flexibility. Skandia’s process of priority for 
development projects could be viewed as one process that reduced the organization’s 
flexibility. That is since every development projects needs to follow a strict procedure 
(Appendix 3 – The process of priority). One could argue that this challenge was 
particularly prevalent in the stages of strategic planning, formation of cross-
functional teams, and business analysis, since these parameters needed to be 
predefined in the A3, before initiating the development project (Nordborg 2015; 
Hartsö 2015; Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015; Hildingsson, 2015; Sjöberg 2015).  
 
Day (1998) further argues that close collaboration with customers force major internal 
transformations for the organization, where previous mindsets need to be challenged 
(Day, 1998). The empirical investigation disclosed that Skandia is taking initiatives 
towards anchoring customer involvement as a part of the organization’s culture. 
Magnusson (2015) exemplifies: “The focus has shifted from product-centered towards 
a more customer-oriented. It nothing concrete, but it talks a lot about it. It is 
highlighted in everything we do and people with certain positions are employed”. In 
similar vein, Hildingsson (2015) argues that “We are trying to think customer first in 
everything we do, trying to incorporate the voice of the customer in everything we 
develop. Back in time, people were sitting in their offices and tried to figure out what 
the customer might be interested in. But now, we are trying to involve them”. Skandia 
arguably tries to establish a new organizational design, which is more open and 
flexible for involving customers in their NSD program. Day (1998) stress such design 
in order to handle the demands brought by an interactive approach. It is further 
acknowledged that organizations need to abandon centralized and strict controlled 
structures (Day 1998), which Skandia’s NSD program was found not to allow.    

5.6.2 The NIH-syndrome 
Involving customers in the development process entails that the organization needs to 
embrace customers as a part of the development team (Nambisan 2002). A sense of 
inexperience in working with customer involvement and new service development 
was found. Nordborg (2015) explained: “that’s why I want customer involvement as a 
KPI1 [Key Performance Indicator] in our process of priority. You simply do what is 
measured”. The insecurity depends on how close to the customer you are in your 
daily work, “The further from the customer you work, the harder it gets” (Nordborg 
2015). Arguably, there was an acknowledgement that customers’ feedback might be 
ignored if such action was not taken internally. Nordborg (2015) exemplified:  “I have 
a nightmare example. We received a lot of feedback from our customers where they 
wanted to be able to change the names on their banking accounts. Something that 
took forty hours to develop, took ten years to implement”.  
 
Carbonell and Escuderdo (2015) argue that NSD teams with prior experience could 
prefer to draw upon existing know-how and prior projects rather than to use 
customers’ feedback. The empirical investigation revealed that Skandia has well-
established routines and processes that enacted a way of “how things ought to be 
done”. This prevented customers’ feedback to reach a high priority in development 
projects. Hildingsson (2015) exemplified:  “I think this is common in many 
organizations, and not just here, when people have worked in certain ways for a long 
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time. You have basically developed a certain pattern of how to do things, which might 
be hard to change ”. This goes in line with Carbonell and Escudor’s  (2015) findings 
that prior experience affects the willingness to embrace customers’ feedback in NSD. 
However, the results provide an additional dimension to Lichtenthaler and Ernst’s 
(2006) definition of the NIH-syndrome. The unwillingness to embrace customers’ 
feedback could be due to inexperience, rather than a negative attitude. The 
respondents at the operative level argued that customer feedback, if managed 
properly, would favor the development process. “The only risk I can see is that the 
development process would be little more time-consuming. But I definitely think that 
we would get back that time, by doing the right things” (Magnusson 2015). 
Developers at Skandia cannot do everything customers ask for. Knapp (2015) 
explained:  “... but if we can find a more structural way of involving customers, then it 
would only be beneficial”. Nonetheless, ideas were rejected to the likely detriment of 
the service performance (Katz and Allen 1982). Thus, the inexperience resulted in 
ignorance of customers’ feedback, which could lower the market performance of the 
developed service (Carbonell and Escudor 2015). 
 
The empirical investigation further supported Chan et al.’s (2010) research, that 
customer involvement brings input uncertainties for the developers. As argued by 
Magnusson (2015): “Often we do not know if the feedback is quantified. Is it just one 
or a thousand customers that think it should be like this? And since no one can 
answer that question implies that customers feedback rarely become decisive in 
development projects”. Since the developers did not know how many customers 
provided a certain feedback, they found it hard to determine whether or not to steer 
development projects in that direction. Knapp (2015) argued: “I miss that information. 
You know, if it is five hundred customers who think it should be like that or if it’s only 
ten. We need to be better at categorizing customers feedback”. Input uncertainties 
brought by unawareness of the quantification of customer feedback thus contributed 
to an unwillingness to let it steer the development of the service. Neglecting 
customers’ feedback might become detrimental for service success since customer 
ideas many times are more innovative than those provided by the employees 
(Matthing et al. 2004). The respondents at the strategic level acknowledged the risk of 
input uncertainties customer involvement yielded. “Today, our developers have a 
priority list of things to do, if they then just all of a sudden receive tons of feedback 
from our customers that are not at all in line with their intended planning… Well that 
might not favor the development process, rather the opposite” (Nordborg 2015). The 
importance of developing a new structure for how to incorporate customers’ feedback 
in the development teams daily planning was emphasized. Thus, in line with Chan et 
al. (2010), customer involvement increased the complexity of decision-making due to 
the need for including customers’ feedback in developers’ planning and daily 
operations. This complexity arguably prevented Skandia to involve their customers 
efficiently in their NSD program. Nordborg (2015) expressed it as “the main reason 
why we haven’t been able to involve customers efficiently early in the development 
process“. Taken together, this highlighted a need for delegation of responsibilities to 
ensure that developers receive customers’ feedback in a manageable form, which 
according to Enkel et al. (2005) would increase employees’ motivation to embrace 
customers’ feedback. 
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5.6.3 Facilitating transfer between units 
“It is not possible in an organization with thousands employees to fully know who 
should have the specific feedback (Hartsö 2015). 
 
The transfer of customer feedback was more or less exclusively managed manually, 
where Skandia has assigned employees to act as a liaison between the platforms and 
the development team. The manual process was found to be a time-consuming 
activity, which was far from efficient. “The feedback received from social media, 
really is high and low. It does not always cover those aspects that we have asked our 
customers about. So, I have to read everything!” (Hartsö 2015). No actions were 
further taken to filter customers’ feedback before facilitating transfer to the 
developers. “Even if I think that customers have provided us with weird comments, the 
product owner might disagree, and find it valuable, even if I didn’t. So they receive 
every single comment as well” (Hartsö 2015). 
 
The lack of systematic management and transfer of customers’ feedback was found to 
bring challenges for the development team.  “The problem is to reach out to our 
development teams at the right time today, since we are not synced when it comes to 
customer feedback” (Hartsö 2015). Magnusson (2015) supported this view by arguing 
that his job would be easier if Skandia had a more structural way of managing 
customers’ feedback. It consequently became complex for the developers to sort 
among the feedback and to know how representative it really was, “I know that tools 
are not the answer to everything, but in this case I would really appreciate more 
sophisticated tools that manage customers’ feedback. This is something that we do not 
have today” (Magnusson 2015). Knapp (2015) argued that customers’ feedback not 
always reached the developers in time, and sometimes not at all, “I do not think we 
have the processes needed to ensure such transfer, and I do not think we have 
someone who feel that it’s their responsibility either” (Knapp 2015). The untimeliness 
in the transfer of customers’ feedback implied that service developers received 
feedback from the customers too late in the development process. In line with Wang 
and Juan-Ru (2008) there is a need for a knowledge database to make customer 
feedback accessible for the developers in time. Consistent with Huber (1991), weak 
systems of transferring customers’ feedback impeded the ability to reach Skandia’s 
development department. The empirical findings thus suggest that the organization's 
current structure for transferring customer feedback was not optimized for involving 
customers in Skandia’s NSD program. Further, in line with Enkel et al. (2005) a lack 
of systematic transfer could result in a loss of customer feedback as it is transferred 
between units.  Arguably, the only exception was when customers were involved 
through the open platform, Kundo. That platform cluster customers’ feedback 
automatically, which according to Hildingsson (2015) eased the administration 
extensively. Alavani and Leidner (2001) argue that technology facilitates increased 
linkage among different units, which in this case was found to have a direct 
contribution to Skandia’s ability to provide the development team with timely and 
accurate customer feedback. Taken together, Skandia faced the challenge of 
facilitating transfer between units prevalently during the development phase, as 
service developers did not receive timely feedback throughout this phase (Magnusson 
2015; Knapp 2015).   
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5.6.4 Managing customer heterogeneity 
The importance of identifying the right collaboration partners was to a high degree 
neglected in Skandia’s NSD program. No actions were taken from Skandia to involve 
customers with certain characteristics. Hildingsson (2015) argued that there has not 
been any reason to make such distinction in open platforms: “A good idea is a good 
idea, no matter who it comes from. We have therefore not seen any reason to put 
effort into making such distinction”. The respondents at the operative level perceived 
this as a threat towards the development process. If customers’ feedback was not 
representative, the essence of customers’ feedback was lost (Magnusson 2015). This 
skepticism was particularly prevalent in the phases of development and launch, since 
adjustments were rarely made due to lack of quantification of customer feedback. The 
respondents argued that as long as customers’ feedback cannot be quantified, it could 
not become decisive in development projects (Magnusson 2015; Knapp 2015). As 
such, a lack of acknowledgement in customer heterogeneity might result in a service 
that only corresponds with the needs of a limited number of customers (Nambisan 
2002). However, given the nature of technology-based services, only a restricted 
amount of customers possess the knowledge required to provide the organization with 
valuable suggestions (Matthing et al. 2006). Thus, moving towards technology-based 
services could entail that organizations might find it increasingly challenging to 
ensure customer heterogeneity. That is due to customers’ unawareness of the 
technology’s potential and limitations (Kristensson et al. 2008).  
 
Conversely to Menor and Roth’s (2008) findings that organizations would favor 
informal processes to capture customer heterogeneity, the empirical investigation 
revealed that informal processes, characterized by an unstructured nature, impeded 
customers’ heterogeneity to be realized. Consequently, the manual processes that 
encompassed the management of customer feedback neglected quantification to 
occur. Thus, in line with Nicolajsen and Scupola (2011), a process of structuring and 
channeling customer feedback could be essential for Skandia. 

5.6.5 Motivating customers to share 
Skandia took limited strategic actions to motivate their customers to share. The 
organization relied on customers’ engagement and willingness to participate in NSD 
activities as a mean for self-help activities (Hartsö 2015; Nordborg 2015; Hildingsson 
2015). This indicated that customers of Skandia freely revealed their ideas without 
any expectation of monetary rewards (Harhoff et al. 2003). The respondents 
acknowledged that free revealing is central for keeping a stable engagement rate. “If 
customers do not participate on free will, the engagement rate becomes really low” 
(Hartsö 2015). Hence the findings support the view of von Hippel and von Krogh 
(2006) that free revealing is central for obtaining valuable input. The result of free 
revealing in Skandia’s case however implied that received customer feedback was 
skewed towards a certain segment of the customer base. Customers who provided 
feedback to Skandia were to a high degree representative by well-educated and high-
income customers, as they tend to be more engaged in financial questions (Hartsö 
2015). Customer heterogeneity was thus neglected due the activity of free revealing. 
This finding brings further strength into the importance of developing strategies to 
trigger customers’ motives to share (Hoyer et al. 2010). Consequently, organizations 
might need to identify and trig motives across various customer segments in order to 
reduce the risk of developing services that only corresponds with the needs of a 
particular customer segment.  In line with Nambisan and Baron (2009), relying solely 
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in human kindness and just enable customers to participate will not be enough. For 
Skandia, this entailed that the customer feedback they received only represented a 
certain segment of the customer base. 
 
The findings suggest that motivating customers to share was a difficult task to 
execute. Keeping the customer who provided the feedback updated were find to be 
particularly important, but often neglected. “We need to be better to make our 
customers feel that it is worth the effort to provide us with feedback” (Nordborg 
2015). Knapp (2015) support this view: “I think that customers would be more 
motivated to provide us with feedback, if they know that we are taking it into account. 
We are quite bad to reconnect to our customers”. The respondents stressed the 
importance of taking initiative to show the customers in one way or another that their 
feedback has been taken into account, even though it might not always be a realistic 
idea to implement. Arguably, customers’ willingness to freely share their ideas might 
end if the customers perceive that the provided feedback is ignored.  
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6. Summary of the discussion and revised research model  
 

The discussion in the previous chapter revealed that Skandia involves customers in 
three out of four predefined development phases. Organizational examples and 
activities could thereafter be derived to certain stages in the development process, as 
visualized in figure 2 – Conceptual research model revised below. Blue areas indicate 
phases and stages in which customer involvement activities were found, whereas red 
areas indicate where customers were not involved. The outlined challenges brought 
by customer involvement was generally found throughout the whole development 
process, but were particularly prevalent in the red areas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 – Conceptual research model revised 
 
The discussion indicated that Skandia did not perform activities to encourage 
customers to provide them with feedback during the analysis phase. As such, it enact 
the only fundamental development phase in which no involvement occurred, which 
impeded customer involvement in the business analysis stage. The empirical 
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investigation revealed organizational structures and processes to be the main reason 
for the impediment. Moreover, the discussion suggest that involvement during the 
development stages of strategic planning, formation of a cross-functional team, 
service design and process system design, personnel training, and test marketing was 
impeded by organizational challenges as well. Thus, the discussion suggests that 
Skandia does not involve customers throughout the whole NSD process, which 
indicates that Skandia does not have a suitable organizational design allowing 
customer involvement in their NSD-program.  
 
The NIH-syndrome brought by inexperience, and a lack of quantification of 
customers’ feedback entailed that customers’ feedback rarely became decisive in 
development projects. The findings further acknowledged that a lack of systematic 
transfer of customers’ feedback resulted in inefficient management during the   
development phase. The consequence implied that the developers received customers’ 
feedback when decisions already were taken. Moreover, ignoring customer 
heterogeneity brought skepticism to incorporate customers’ feedback in development 
projects. Finally, by relying on customers to freely reveal their ideas were found to 
result in feedback skewed towards a particular customer segment. Thus, a lack of 
acknowledgement in strategies to motivate customers to share resulted in negation of 
customer heterogeneity.  
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7. Concluding remarks 
 

7.1 Conclusion of the results 
The purpose of this thesis was to explore how an organization within the banking 
industry involves customers in the new service development process. The analysis 
shows that Skandia involves customers in three out of four fundamental development 
phases in the development process, namely design, development, and launch. 
Organizational examples revealed that Skandia initiate business activities in their 
NSD-program to enhance customer involvement in the idea generation stage, idea 
screening, service testing and pilot run, and commercialization stage. However, the 
results suggest that customer involvement was initiated rather sporadically by the 
organization. The lack of formalized routines and structures allowing customer 
involvement was found to be the main challenge faced by the organization. Thus, the 
findings suggest that the transformation towards a customer-oriented development 
process bring far more implications than previous research have acknowledged in 
order to fully leverage the benefits of involving customers. The results indicate that 
organizations need to employ a new organizational design optimized for customer 
involvement in their NSD-programs, where current structures, processes, and 
mindsets need to be adjusted accordingly. 
 

7.2 Theoretical contributions 
In this case study, Alam and Perry’s (2002) 10-stage model enacted the theoretical 
framework to capture the NSD process holistically. As the empirical investigation 
revealed that Skandia did not involve customers in all the potential stages throughout 
the development process, the findings contributes with an understanding of 
organizational challenges that impede customer involvement in the different 
development stages. The study further suggests that the 10-stage model may have to 
be adjusted in line with the organizational scope to fully capture how customers are 
involved in NSD programs for technology-based services. Thus, training of personnel 
could be excluded as a stage, since the service outcome is performed independently 
from any interactions with the service provider (Kristensson et al. 2008). 
Additionally, the empirical investigation has brought more sophistication to certain 
development stages and its outcomes. Such contribution was brought to light as 
organizational examples were analyzed in relation to Alam and Perry’s (2002) model.  
 
The findings further provide a typology worth further research, by deriving challenges 
brought customer involvement to particular development phases and stages. The 
findings could be seen to reveal the complexity of adopting and applying standardized 
models. The empirical results in this case study highlight challenges that impeded 
customer involvement in NSD programs, which cannot be fully explained such 
models.  
 
Furthermore, an additional dimension to the NIH-syndrome was provided. The results 
indicate that an unwillingness to embrace external information could be due to 
inexperience and well founded structures and processes that enact a way of “how 
things ought to be done”, rather than brought by a negative attitude.  
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7.3 Managerial implications 
The findings of this thesis revealed several challenges that could impede 
organizations to harness customers’ feedback in NSD programs. Additionally, it 
showed where in the development process these challenges could be most prevalent. 
The challenge of facilitating transfer between units was most prevalent in the 
development phase and more specifically in the stage of service testing and pilot run. 
Consequently, the manual processes of transferring customers’ feedback implied that 
the developers received the feedback when vital decisions of the service development 
already were taken. Thus, establishing a direct link between the developers and the 
platform were found to be essential in order to ensure that services are developed in 
accordance with customers’ requirements. In addition, it would increase the R&D 
personnel’s ability to acquire an accurate understanding about customers’ needs, and 
the motivation to embrace customers’ feedback accordingly, supported by Nambisan 
(2002). 
 
Moreover, the NIH-syndrome was to a high degree characterized by inexperience 
rather than a negative attitude towards customer feedback. The findings stress the 
importance of establishing clear KPI:s that corresponds with customer involvement in 
NSD programs. Previous mindsets, well-founded structures, and accustomed patterns 
arguably constrained the organization’s ability to make the changes required. Making 
customer involvement a high priority in development projects could facilitate learning 
and decrease the NIH-syndrome. Additionally, ensuring customer heterogeneity was 
found to be an important factor for developers’ willingness to embrace customers’ 
feedback, particular in the phases of development and launch. Thus, the findings 
suggest that targeting customer heterogeneity should not only be on the premise of 
ensuring that the developed service corresponds with the needs of the customer-base, 
but also to increase developers’ motivation accordingly. Consistent with the research 
conducted by Chan et al. (2010), customer involvement increased the complexity in 
decision-making. The input uncertainties it brought for developers planning and daily 
operations were found to be an impediment to enable customer involvement in the 
design phase.  
 
Identifying what motivates customers to share feedback was further found to be an 
important factor, in line with Hoyer et al. (2010). The findings revealed that the 
customers who freely revealed their feedback with the organization belonged to a 
certain customer segment, hence not representative for the customer-base. Thus, to 
ensure the important aspect of customer heterogeneity, organizations should take 
actions towards identifying and trig motives across different customer segments. 
Taken together, this thesis could facilitate learning of how organizations could move 
toward a customer-oriented new service development programs, and how to overcome 
the main challenges brought by it.   
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8. Limitations and direction for further research 
 

This thesis contains several limitations that need to be emphasized. First of all, the 
limited sample entail that the findings should be carefully generalized beyond the 
scope of this research. However, reaching a high level of generalizability was never 
the intention in this thesis. It should rather be viewed as a pilot study for further 
research with such intentions. Thus, further research should employ a comparative 
multiple case-study research in order to bring further validations to the findings of this 
thesis. 
 
The findings herein are based upon the respondents’ subjective interpretations, which 
should be viewed as a limitation due to the potential risk of rationalized answers. 
However, the risk of rationalization was held to its minimum by encouraging the 
respondents to exemplify with clear examples as reference points. Such approach 
consequently assisted the respondents’ recall. Nonetheless, further research should 
employ similar research with a project level as a focus by conducting a longitudinal 
research design to follow a particular development project of a technology-based 
service. Due to the limited timeframe, such research was not feasible to employ. 
 
The thesis disclosed three fruitful areas for further research. Given that actors in the 
banking industry would become increasingly autonomous from its customers due to 
the nature of technology-based services, the importance of establishing close 
collaborations with the customer should be viewed as a key priority. However, this 
entails that such actors would go through major internal transformation to realize such 
approach. Thus, accordingly with Day (1998), the findings disclosed that customer 
involvement in NSD-programs require internal processes, structures, and views to be 
challenged. Further research should therefore employ a longitudinal research design 
with its foundation in organizational learning theories and target how such 
transformation can be made and how organizations learn over time. The findings have 
further derived certain challenges to particular development phases and stages in the 
NSD process. Further research should address this issue by adopting partial models 
that target particular development stages in order to bring further clarity into the 
tentative findings brought to light in this thesis. Finally, the findings indicate that 
Alam and Perry’s 10-stage model might need to be adjusted in accordance with the 
context of technology-based services. Further research that focuses on revising the 
model and its outcome in the context of technology-based services is recommended. 
These three areas for further research could steer inexperienced actors towards a 
customer-oriented development process. 
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Appendix 1 – Interview guide strategic level  

 
Introduction and getting familiar with the concept 
 

1.  What is your role in this organization? 
2.  For how long have Skandia been working with involvement of customers in 

organizational development projects? 
3.  How is Skandia working with customer involvement during development 

projects? Could you give examples of successful, or unsuccessful, development 
projects? 

4.  Could you describe the “typical” development process of Skandia? 
 
1.0 NEW SERVICE DEVELOPMENT  
 
Design phase 
 
5.  How are Skandia involving customers to attain new service ideas?  
 
6. How are customers involved to develop new service concepts? 
 
7. Are they involved in planning activities? Please elaborate.  
 
8. How are customers involved to indentify potential market gaps?  

 
Measures: Strategic planning stage, idea generation stage, and idea screening 
stage 
 
Keywords: ideas, stating needs, criticizing existing services, identification of 
market gaps. 
 
 
Analysis phase 
 
9. How are customers involved in the evaluation of the new service 
idea/concept? Please elaborate.  
 
10. How does Skandia turn to their customers to evaluate potentials regarding 
markets, growth, and rewards? 
 
Measures: Business analysis stage 
 
Keywords: market potential, growth and reward potential, and competitive 
advantage potential. 
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Development phase 
 
11. Who are involved in the development project? 
 
12. How are customers involved in the development of the service before the 
launch? Are they allowed to express feedback during the development 
process?  
 
13. Are customers involved to test features or design of the service? Please 
elaborate.  
 
14. How does Skandia consider the feedback expressed by customers during 
the development of the service? 
 
15. Are customers involved in deciding upon strategies around the service? I.e. 
how the service should be best marketed, how customers would like to be 
informed regarding changes or new features? 
 
16. Are customers involved to determine which employees and competences 
that the development project need? Please elaborate.  
 
17. Have customers been (are they) involved for the purpose of educating 
employees of the organization concerning the service delivery? Please 
elaborate.  
 
Measures: formation of a cross-functional team stage, service design stage, 
personnel training stage, service testing stage, test marketing stage. 
 
Keywords: suggestions for improvements in design, features, or execution. 
 
 
Commercialization phase 
 
18. Before launching the service, are customers allowed to express their 
opinions of the fully developed service? If yes, how does Skandia considering 
the feedback generated? 
 
19. How does Skandia involve their customers to make the service commercial, 
after the launch? I.e. are they involved in the introduction to the market? 
 
Measures: Commercialization stage 
 
Keywords: launch of the service, introduction to the market, overall feedback on 
service, word of mouth. 
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CHALLENGES BROUGHT BY CI AND NSD 
 
 
20. What would you say are the main challenges by involving customers in 
NSD? 

 
The “not invented here syndrome” 
 
21. Is there any reluctance among other employees to embrace customers’ 
feedback? Please elaborate 
 
22. Would you say that involving customer in NSD process simplifies or 
impeded the development process? Please elaborate  
 
23. Do you perceive that other units in the organizations are willing to listen 
to, and embrace customers’ feedback?  
 
24. What actions are Skandia taken to motivate the employees to embrace 
customers’ feedback?  
 
Measure: Attitude to customers’ feedback and Input uncertainties  
 
Facilitating transfer between units 
 
25. How does Skandia transfer customers’ feedback to the necessary 
departments in NSD? 
 
Measure: transfer of customer feedback. 
 
Customer heterogeneity 
 
26. On what criteria do you select the customers that you involve in NSD 
process? 
 
Measure: Selection criteria 

 
Motivating customers 
 
27. How do you motivate your customers to share their feedback with you? 
 
Measure: Strategies for motivating customer 
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Appendix 2 – Interview guide operative level 
 

Introduction and getting familiar with the concept 

1.  What is your role in this organization? 

2.  For how long have Skandia been working with involvement of customers in 
organizational development projects? 

3.  How is Skandia working with customer involvement during development 
projects? Could you give examples of successful, or unsuccessful, development 
projects? 

4.  Could you describe the “typical” development process of Skandia? 

5. What is your role in the development process? 

 

1.0 NEW SERVICE DEVELOPMENT 

Design phase 

5. How does Skandia involving customers to attain new service ideas?  

6. How are customers involved to develop new service concepts?  

7. What are your thoughts regarding involving customers for attaining new 
service ideas and service concepts?  

8. Are customers involved to identify potential market gaps?  

 

Measures: Strategic planning stage, idea generation stage, and idea screening stage 

Keywords: ideas, stating needs, criticizing existing services, identification of market 
gaps.  

 

Analysis phase 

9. How are customers involved in the evaluation of the new service idea/concept? 
Please elaborate. 

10. Do Skandia turn to their customers to evaluate potentials regarding markets, 
growth, and rewards? Please elaborate.  

Measures: Business analysis stage 

Keywords: market potential, growth and reward potential, and competitive advantage 
potential.  
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Development phase 

11. Who are involved in the development process?  

12. How are customers involved in the development of the service before the 
launch? Are they allowed to express feedback during the development process?   

13. How does Skandia consider the feedback expressed by customers during the 
development of the service?  

14. Are customers involved in deciding upon strategies around the service? I.e. 
how the service should be best marketed, how customers would like to be informed 
regarding changes or new features?  

15. Are customers involved to provide feedback regarding how the service 
should work?  

16. Would you say that you learn something from the customers while involving 
them? Please elaborate.  

17. Are customers involved to determine which persons to include in your 
development team? Please elaborate.  

Measures: formation of a cross-functional team stage, service design stage, 
personnel training stage, service testing stage, test marketing stage.  

Keywords: suggestions for improvements in design, features, or execution.  

 

Commercialization phase 

18. Before launching the service, are customers allowed to express their opinions 
of the fully developed service? If yes, how does Skandia considering the feedback 
generated? 

19. How does Skandia involve their customers to make the service commercial, 
after the launch? I.e. are they involved in the introduction to the market?  

Measures: Commercialization stage 

Keywords: launch of the service, introduction to the market, overall feedback on 
service, word of mouth.  

 

2.0 CHALLENGES BROUGHT BY CI AND NSD 
20. What would you say are the main challenges by involving customers in NSD?  

Measure: Challenges in NSD 
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The “not invented here syndrome” 

21. Is there any reluctance among other employees to embrace customers’ 
feedback? Please elaborate  

22. Do you perceive that other units in the organizations are willing to listen to, 
and embrace customers’ feedback?   

23. Would you say that involving customer in NSD process simplifies or impede 
the development process? Please elaborate.  

24. What actions are Skandia taken to motivate the employees to embrace 
customers’ feedback? 

Measure: Input uncertainties and attitude towards customer feedback 

 

Facilitating transfer between units 

25. How does Skandia ensure that customers’ feedback is transferred to the right 
departments, or persons, within the organization?  

26. How is the feedback made available for you? Please elaborate.  

Measure: Transfer of customer feedback 

 

Customer heterogeneity 

27. On what criteria do you select the customers that you involve in NSD 
process?  

28. How do you ensure that the feedback you receive and ultimately implement 
are representative for the customer base?  

Measure: Selection criteria 

 

Motivating customers 

29. How do you motivate your customers to share their feedback with you? 

Measure: Strategies for motivating customer 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 3 – The process of priority  

 

 



Prioprocessen 

Instruktion till beställare av A3:or 



Bakgrund och Syfte med A3:an 

På Skandia använder vi en Skandiagemensam prioriteringsprocess 
för att styra alla projekt och utvecklingsuppdrag. 
I prioriteringsprocessen arbetar vi dels med en Indikativ portfölj med 
en prognos på 1-1,5 års sikt och dels med en Taktisk prioritering på 
kvartalsbasis där bl a leveransorganisationen deltar för att säkerställa att 
resurser finns tillgängliga för kommande period. 

 Indikativ portfölj 
 Tar upp alla initiativ (ett initiativ kan bestå av ett 
eller flera uppdrag/projekt grupperat  utifrån gemensamt affärssyfte/
effekt) och ser över hur mycket vi mäktar med att bedriva  utifrån 
övergripande begränsningar i kapacitet och budget.  
 Detta resulterar i en indikativ Ja, Nej och Utmanarlista 

Taktisk prioritering 
 När ett uppdrag eller projekt som är sprunget ur 
ett initiativ behöver startas hanteras det i  Taktisk prioritering och 
leveransplanering. Startskottet för att komma med där är att skriva 
 en A3. 

•  A3:an beskriver uppdraget/projektet översiktligt med fokus på vad det 
handlar om, varför den behöver göras och vad som krävs för att 
realisera den 

•  Syftet är att få en tillräckligt bra bild av uppdraget/projektet genom att 
bara läsa denna sida.  

•  Utifrån den skall portföljägarna kunna bedöma dess prioritering mot 
andra A3:or och leveransorganisationen kunna bedöma dess 
genomförbarhet för relevant period. 
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A3:ans väg genom prioriteringsprocessen 
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Beskriv de beroenden som finns under införandet till 
andra initiativ och/eller stödsystem, samt efter 
införandet beroendet till berörda verksamheter.   
Tänk på att beroendena kan gälla både realisering av 
projektet/uppdraget och realiseringen av effekterna. 

Portföljägare: Jan k 
Ansvarig beställare: 
Koppling till initiativ i den indikativa portföljen: 
Sign-off från initiativägaren och portföljägaren:  
Förväntat start-/slutdatum: 
Aktuell fas/förväntat datum för avslut av fas:  

Effektmål 

Problem eller idébeskrivning 

Beroenden 

A3 (skriv titel här)  

Beskriv hur och i vilken omfattning projektet/uppdraget 
bidrar till att uppnå de effekter som finns beskrivna i 
initiativets Business Case. Bifoga initiativets BC Light. 
Var konkret med vad som ska uppnås och tänk på att 
målen ska vara mätbara. 

Resursbehov inkl ev. övrig 
kostnad 

Sammanfattande beskrivning av nuvarande utmaning 
och varför Skandia behöver projektet/uppdraget.   

Ange resursbehov med antal timmar för perioden som skall 
leveransplaneras (i detalj) samt för hela (grovt estimat) 
Ange också hur mycket är upparbetat vid föregående 
periods slut 

Ev. övrig kostnad i kr: 

Lösningsförslag 

Sammanfattande beskrivning av hur projektet ska lösa 
problembeskrivningen/Hypotes om vad projektet ska 
leverera. Inför analys en grov beskrivning. Inför ett 
genomförande, uppdatera beskrivningen. 

Verksamhets-/
Kompetensområd
e 

Uppa
rbeta
d tid 
hittill
s  

Beho
v 
hela 
proje
ktet 

Beh
ov 
aktu
ell 
peri
od 

Mall version 3.1 

Här förklaras 
vilket initiativ 

A3:an är 
sprungen ur och 
efter dialog med 

relevant 
portföljägare/
initiativägare 

sign-off på det 
mm 

Övergripande info och förankring 



Toppstrategiska initiativ med ägare 2015 
Utan inbördes ranking 
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Strategisk 
prioritering 

Toppstrategiskt 
initiativ 

Ny 2015 

Strukturell  
effektivitet 

Paketering privatsparande 

Utveckling försäkrat sparande 

Core Bank 

Core Försäkring 

Apollo 

CRM-program 

Digital försäljning 

Effektiv kundbearbetning 

1.
1 

1.
2 

1.
3 

2.
1 

2.
2 

2.
3 

1.
4 

1.
5 

Öka kors- & 
merförsäljning 

Tillväxt SME* 1.
6 

*Tillväxt i SME-segmentet är ett 
viktigt område som vi ska 

säkerställa framdrift inom i den 
mån vi kan – dock är andra 

toppstrategiska initiativ av högre 
prioritet vid direkt resurskonflikt 

Jim Rotsman 

Fredrik Törnblkom 

Jonas Holmberg 

Anna-Carin Söderblom 
Agius 

Carolina Lindberg 

Malin Dyrvall 

Elisabeth Erikson 

Johan Isacsson 

Mats Tegin 

Initiativägare 
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